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From the University President

ROBERT V. SCHNABEL

SUSTAINING THE MISSION
It is with greatest joy that I greet you,
esteemed members of the Valparaiso
University Guild , in behalf of the Un iversity Board, faculty, staff, student
body, alumni, and all the members of
the Valpo family. I wish it were possible to convey adequately to you- and to
all the members of the Gui ld who are
not able to be present- how important
your prayers, support, and service are
for the well-being and continuing advancement of the University.
As is true at each G uild convention,
there are so many things to share in
these remarks and so little time to share
them. Permit me to attempt a ki nd of
" panoramic sketch" of but a relatively
small number of important elements in
the University today.
I . Day school enro llment this year
is 3,555 compared with 3,602 last year,
and is identical to enrollment the year
before that. The good news is that new
enrollees-freshmen, transfers , and Law
1- total I ,073, which is an increase of
112 over the prior year. Enrollment in
the College of Arts and Sciences has increased from I ,8 18 to I ,89 1, with small
declines in Business Administration and
Engineering and larger declines in Nursing. Enrollment in the School of Law is
354, an increase of I0 over the prior
year. Overall enrollment is 3 ,761 compared to 3,844 the year before. It is impossible to overstress the importance of
the Guild 's Person-to-Person program.

2. The quality and character of
every college and university are in
greatest measure determined by the
members of the student body and faculty. Valparaiso calls upon its fac ulty to
be committed and capable teachers
whose scholarship, research , creati ve
work , and service to students, departments , and colleges support and enrich
the teaching task. We are pleased to
have 25 new facu lty members who have
strong qualifications for teaching and
scholarship. We look to all members of
the faculty to be confident and exuberant academic guides on expeditions that
involve shared responsibility-students
and faculty-in exploring the most exciting and least understood terrain on
earth: the mind itself. Valpo has been,
and must continue to be, a Un iversity
committed to the full development of
conscience and competence, moral commitment and spiritual character. This is
our legacy; this is our mission.
3. The academic terrain of mind and
of learn ing reaches out to the landscape
called the natural and social sciences,
the humanities and professional disciplines. At Valparaiso University , this
terrain also reaches out to foreign languages and cultures, including Japanese
as well as French, Greek , German ,
Hebrew , Latin , and Spanish. It also includes opportunities for students to pursue educational programs at the Uni versity's overseas study centers, not only in
(Continued on page 13)

'FRIENDS
TOGETHER'
Someday, when historians review the
Presidency of Dr. Robert V. Schnabel,
they will take note of his ten-year administration as a time of expansion and
solidification. The major fund-raising
campaigns. the extraordinary increase in
the endowment fund , the nearly fmal
shape of the campus landscape: all
marked Dr. Schnabel's tenure, as he
built on the foundations laid by earlier
presidents- notably Drs. O.P. Kretzmann and Albert G. Huegli-to assure
the financial and physical security of the
institution.
Future generations will applaud the
University's increased academic integrity, and the fact that it gained nationwide recognition from many quarters
during the Schnabel years. His leadership in state and national higher education organizations also served to increase Valparaiso's visibility in the
wider world.
Within church circles the Schnabel
touch was felt as well-solidly Lutheran, at once conservative and ecumenical, adept at fostering dialogue between
those of varying views, and eloquent in
proclaiming the Gospel of Jesus Christ
in both learning and life.
The Guild, too, celebrates these and
other talents. But we are more likely to
think of-and thank God for-the personal qualities that endeared him to us.
With gracious, gifted Ellen ever at his
side, Bob Schnabel radiated warmth and
affection toward Guild members,
whether national officers or first-time
convention-goers. His phenomenal memory for names and faces, and his openness in responding to both joys and sorrows, touched hearts and won support
for his cause: "Academic Excellence in
a Christian Context. "
In thanking the Guild for its convention gift he wrote: "You may be assured
that we will always treasure our associations with the Guild-as a superb organization and as a group of f'riends we
dearly love-and this chime clock wi ll
be an hourly and dai ly reminder of the
ten years when we have been 'friends
together. ' "

Likewise, Mr. President; and may
you be blessed in those hours and days,
as you have been a blessing to us in
these years.
ELLEN SCHNABEL
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ROBERT SCHNABEL

DOT NUECHTERLEIN

Winter

NETWORKING:
THE MEMBERSHIP CHALLENGE
Before relinqui shing their national offices, retiring Treasurer Carolyn Hanes
and Secretary Jean Ehrman presented to
the 1987 VU Guild convention a comprehensive Membership Crusade, endi ng
in a challenge to add 300 new Guild
members by the end of June.
Using "Networking" as the core
word, they described the Guild and presented strategies for attract ing the interest and participation of potential
Guild me mbe rs. Networking is the exchange of information or services
among individuals, groups, or institutions, reported Jean. " You've heard of
the 'old boy network '? We would like
to promote a ' Guild Gals Network'Guild women exchangi ng information
about VU and the Guild with other
women across the country."
Carolyn stressed the idea that " the
Guild is a Community: a network of
members linked by a common interest.
What is our common interest? We are
not all alumni , and we do not all have
students on campus, but we share the
bond of our love for Valpo and our love
for one a nother. " This , she said, is what
makes this community o f women the
unique organization it is today.
Reminding the convention of President Schnabel's address, in which he
e mphasized the vital role of the Guild in
support of the Uni versity over the years,
Carolyn mentioned that one o f our missions is to spread the word about VU.
Encouragi ng others to join " this truly remarkable community o f Christian
women" will enable us to continue the
work we have done on be hal f of the
University in recruitme nt, publicity , and
fund-raising.
" Each one reach one" is part of the
strategy for contacting potential membe rs . Chapters are encouraged to pool
the names of local women , as well as
those in other locations, "who would
make good Guild women. " Those with
a previous Valpo connection-alumni ,
parents of past or present or prospective
students, women married to graduatesare a ll logical candidates for Guild
membership, but anyone wi th an interest
in C hristian higher education who e njoys the friendsh ip of women in a
dynamic community would fit right in .
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In fact, the relationship of women to
one another in the Guild is our di stinctive quality. Guild women e njoy one
another's company; we support and
minister to each other; and we meet one
another's needs. In viting others to meetings o r to social occasions lets them experie nce both our sense of purpose for
the University and the caring, personal
fe llowship we share. Jean remarked: " If
each one of us seriously accepts the
challenge o f reaching out to at least one
other pote ntial Guildie, with prayer,
ask ing God to bless our efforts , who
knows where we might e nd up!"
Emphasizing the special mission of
Valparaiso University is importa nt. Having chapter representatives at campus
meetings increases the knowledge base
available to membe rs, as they hear direct reports of campus happenings and
learn of the inspiration received during
programs, in worship, and through contacts with students, faculty, and administrators . Visitors hearing these reports the n gain a better understanding of
the devoti on of Gui ld women to this institution.

"Future members," according to
Carolyn , " must know who we are-and
why we exist-before they will be interested in joining. Make sure they are
on the mailing list for your chapter
newsletter, that they receive notices of
meetings, and that they know what your
chapter does for Valpo . Plan your meetings in advance, so membe rs and guests
can plan their time."
Fun is an important part of the Guild ,
a nd most chapters include events that
spouses and c hildre n, as well as guests,
can enjoy. "We should never forget that
having fun is a vital part of what motivates us to keep goi ng on any project,"
comme nted Jean. Members who become
friends with one another make better
Guild members and stronger chapters .
Emphasize the fact that your group is
more effective because you like each
other and serve as a support group to
one another.
If members come to meetings early to
catch up on the news, she continued,
you know that you have the fun of fellowship going for you. That makes the
rest easier. "This lighthearted approach
isn't always the key, but people will be
reluctant to quit a group that offers
them-and their families-un ique and
enjoyable opportunities for fellowship."
If you can manage to raise a little
money for VU at the same time you' re
having fun , she added with a smile, so
much the better.
(Couliuued on page 25)

THE JEAN AND CAROLYN SHOW-Treasurer Carolyn Ha nes and Secreta ry Jea n Ehrman handle two major assign ments for the convention: presenting the Membership C rusade a nd leading
the First-Timc.-s· Get-Toge the r.
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From the Guild President

PHYLLI S SCHUESS LER

GROWING UP IN THE GUILD
In re flec ting upon the thoughts I want
to share with you, I couldn ' t help but
go back to my own beginnings in the
Guild, and I hope you' ll allow me to indulge in a bit of personal reminiscing.
I remember back to the time in 1958
when I was a freshman at Valpo a nd
had my very first contact with th is
ladies' organi zation known as "The
Guild. " Not " a" Guild , or e ven " the
Women 's Gui ld" -just "The Guild ."
And when those words were said ,
everyone on campus seemed to know
what they meant. To me, as a brand
new freshman, it meant a group of very
pleasant ladies who arrived on campus
sometime in the fall , seemed to travel in
numbers, and still wore hats, for goodness sake ! (Remember , this was still the
' 50s.)
As a sophomore I had a roommate
named Mary Ruprecht. NOW the Guild
meant giving up our dorm room just
about the time we got all the posters
hung, al l the boxes unpacked , and the
closet jammed. (Well , we didn ' t reall y
mind because we all went over to the
Ruprechts' house for a weekend slumber
party with lots of Ber's goodies to feast
on!)
By this time, of course, I had become
aware o f all that the Gu ild meant to the
University itself. Students today are no
different, and I' m sure very few finish
their freshman year without some
knowledge o f what this organi zation
called "The Guild" is all about. And I'd
venture to say that if they spend four
years on campus, many of them can
even tell you what the Guild has done
around here-agreed , the racquetball
courts would top the list today !
But students graduate, move away,
and may have only vague recollections
of that group called "The Gui ld" a fter a
few years. This could have happened to
me, I suppose, except that Ber Ruprecht
kept pretty good track of my whereabouts . When she learned I had moved
back to St. Louis, joined the Guild
chapter there , and was even coming to
my first convention, it didn ' t take her
long to give me a job when l got here.
How many of you found yourselves appointed te llers at your first convention?
Our family moved around quite a bit
back in those days, but Ber always
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managed to find me. In 1975 I found
myself back at a Guild convention and
working again-this time as Convention
Reporter. Betsy Nagel kept just as good
track of Guild nomads as Ber had.
Upon moving back home agai n some
years later, I received a telephone call
from Betsy asking me to be toastmistress for the banquet , a job I was most
reluctant to accept. But as many of you
know , it's hard to say no to Betsy
Nagel!
By this time, of course, I was certainl y "grown up" myself, and much of
the maturing process had taken place
amid a wonderfu l bunch of Gui ld
women from a ll over the country who
now meant a great deal to me. And
that 's what I call "growing up in the
Guild." Many of you would te ll much
the same tale of your beginnings with
the Gu ild.
What I want to focus on is the way
in which The Guild has "grown up" in
the past 25 years, since this is the 25th
anniversary of my Class of '62 . As
many of us were growing up in "The
Guild ," "The Guild" was grow ing up
around us.
It grew all o ver the cou ntry as new
chapters were added every year; in some
years it could even be called a bit of a
baby boom. For instance, the Gui ld history reveals that no less than 3 1 chapters were added during the three-year
administration of Mabel Frank in the
late '50s. What an example was set for
us by that kind of expansion all across
the States. For wherever a new Gu ild
chapter is born, new doors open for the
spread of the VU message.
Another area of growth is the increased amount of money raised for the
annual Project Fund . Try thi s statistic
on for size: total contributions to all
funds during the Guild's first 30 years
amounted to $914,000-an admirable
sum , especially during some vety difficult years in our nation's history. But
the tradition was surel y established then ,
for how e lse could we now be able to
raise over half that amount for the Project Fund alone in only five years ! That
$500,000 for the Gu ild Courts proved to
all , but mostl y to ourselves, that we
have taken some "Giant Steps" in our
fund-raising capabilities .

Any corporation experiencing this
type of growth must make some internal
adjustments, and the Guild is no exception. Though the structure and functions
of the Board of Directors are essentially
unchanged, it has required increasingly
more help in adm inistering the work of
the Guild: the various committee chairmen, Area Directors , State Unit Presidents, and spec ial committees appointed
from time to time. T his group makes up
what we call the Guild Roster , printed
on the inside fro nt cover of each Bulletin. These women often function behind
the scenes, but they are SO responsible
for the success of our multiple Guild
programs. T hey are our "specialists,"
chosen for unique abilities in a given
area, who make their contributions to
the Board , to chapters, and to indi vidual
members as they develop the ir ideas. As
the Gui ld has grown, so has the Roster
grown.
For example, Activities was the only
committee in 1962 , but look at this job
now. It began with a chairman whose
duty was to maintain a file of the
myriad of ideas that chapters used to
ra ise money . Then someone, Activities
Chairman Marj McCown, thought c hapte rs should share their ideas with one
another in a kind of "show and te ll" at
convention , and that grew into "tell &
sell " as the Bazaar was born in 1975
under the leadership of Activities Chairma n Marty Mattes .
S ince its beginning, the Bazaar has
proven to be an instrument for Guild
growth in addition to raising thousands
of dollars for our annual Project Fund.
Many chapters say that some of their
happiest times are spent as they gather
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to work on Bazaar ite ms . These moments of fellowship are sometimes the
most important , for they are proof that
it is our mutual commitme nt to Valpo
which causes us to band together in support, and which is the real " glue" of this
organization. So the Bazaar has added
more than dollars-it has g iven a worthwhile means of shari ng our talents, has
c reated fellowship among our membe rs,
and has made the Guild more visible to
the campus and community of Valparaiso. The fact that it has added so many
project dollars is a bonus!
Another Acti vities expansion is Bed
& Breakfast , introduced by Activities
Chairman Paula vonKampe n in 1982.
Five years later we can say it is a definite success, having more than recovered the initial printing expense of the
first directory. And nearly everyone
who has experienced B & B, either as
a host or a guest , reports that it provides
a unique way to feel at home on the
road. For when you stay w ith another
Guildie, it's like meeting a new frie nd
for the first time. And if you are the
hostess, I can assure you that you wi ll
gai n many new friends within the Valpo
family-and you will be amazed at how
small our Guild World is when , as happened to me recentl y, your overni ght
guest turns out to be the daughter of the
pastor who married your pare nts!
But though B & B is off and running ,
it has barel y begun to hit its stride. The
potential for this program to produce
profits, foster friendships, and e ven
"gild the Guild" as o ur reputation for
hospitality grows , is mind boggling. So
our hope is that every charter wou ld be
listed in the new directory, and that
every Guildie would think first of B &
B when trave ling. If that sounds li ke a
commercial , it is!
The Activities Committee was first,
but now we have many more to help accomplish all we have set out to do for
the University. The Parliamentarian
helps us conduct our meetings properly.
The Bylaws Committee reviews our
guidelines to make sure we function efficiently. We look to Membership for
ideas on how to take care of one
another, as well as how to increase the
number of members we have to take
care of. The Chapter Consultant was
added recently to assist chapters with
special needs. And, of course, we need
the Historian to keep an accurate record
for all the Guildies who will carry our
traditions into the future.
Some committees have the responsi-
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THE NEW GUILD OFFICERS
Joanne Gatz was a senior at VU when
Kay Schulz was a freshman; both are
alumni members of the same sorority.
Each married a VU grad, they have
raised daughters rather than sons, and
both families enjoy camping . They are
acti vely involved in church and community-for example, both have taught
midweek classes in their congregations.
If we searched we might find other
common experiences in the past, but for
the mome nt we are interested in the
vital adventure they share in the present:
election to the Executive Board of the
VU Gui ld.
Joanne, founding member of the East
Central Illinois chapter, has two partti me jobs in the accounting fie ld , one in
the private sector and the other with the
Champaign County Auditor's office, so
that her background is varied and extensive . Kay, long-time member of the
Battle Creek chapter and a former teach-

er, now describes herself as a "professional mother/wife/ volunteer"; she has
been secretary for several organizations
in the recent past and present.
Almost more importa nt than such credentials, however, is the fact that both
have the Guild knowledge and the personal character traits that make them
valuable adclitions to the Board. Leadership involves judgment and sensitivity,
of course, as major decisions concerning
the direction of the Gu ild are researched
and carried through. But within our
Guild world stress is also placed on
frie ndship, care for one anothe r, and the
apprec iation of God's enormous blessings, which motivate us to work together to reach our joint goals. An observer would say that Joa nne Gatz and
Kay Schulz are , together, just what we
need at this time in the Guild. Welcome!

NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS-1987-88 national officers arc Executive Director Dot Nuechte•·lein, First Vice Preside nt Marilyn Krueger , Treasurer Joanne Gatz, President Phyllis Schuessler,
Secre tm-y Kay SchuJz, and Second Vice Preside nt Paula Sauer.

bility of a product, such as the calendars, cookbooks, and Guild Goodies.
The calendar is an item many of us depend on; but this project, too , could
grow in sales if more of us saw it as the
great public relations tool that it is. I
hope you buy one for your personal use,
and at least one more to give away. Use
your imagination to think of where it
might be most valuable for spreading
the VU message.
When Guild Goodies came on the
market a few years ago, imagi nation
blossomed as c hapte rs found ways to
package a bit of their own hometowns
for national distribution. It's been fun to
watch Guild creativity grow. While the
number of items available doesn't vary
a great deal , the variety is something
else again. Imagination isn' t the only

thing growing m this group-so is ingenuity.
Several committees deal with Valpo's
most important commodity , its students.
Cookbooks are products, but the ir purpose relates solely to students , as the ir
sale e nables us to grant G uild Schola rships. How exciting to watch the growth
of this project: we have tripled in
number as we've gone from one book to
three, we've doubled the amount of the
annual award from $ 1,000 to $2 ,000,
and we will increase the number of
schol arships next year so that eight students will be able to say thanks to the
Guild for easing the financial burden of
a VU education. Let' s rejoice and be
proud of our Guild Scholars, sure ly
(Continued on page 15)
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CONVENTION OVER COFFEE
Linda Pauling, F our W inds chaptet·, Connecticut
Back home again in Connectic ut
seems a long way from Indiana and the
bank s of the Wabash .. . my second
cup of coffee at the kitche n table seems
a long way from Saturday night's banquet in the G reat Ha ll of the
Union ... my pla ns for c hoir rehearsal
tonight seem a long way from Kantore i
and the brass ensemble in the Chape l of
the Resurrection last Sunday morning .. . but thoughts o f G uildies and
students, of meetings and worship, race
through my mind as I reflect on our
convention weeke nd o n campus together . . . as I think about all I can
praise God for and be g lad about.

scholarship winners as you heard their
achievements and of Joel Jungemann ,
our Senior Schola r, as he not only
thanked the Guild , but e ncouraged the
underclassmen , wishing the m the best
and reminding them it wouldn ' t be long
until they were sta nding in his place. I
praise God for VU students !

I think about all the VU students.
Wasn ' t it wonderful to mee t so many of
them! They mingled with us at the reception Thursday evening, sharing the ir
interests and views of li fe at Valpo.
They led us in devotions, teaching us a
beautiful song that spoke to each of us
o f God's constant love and care as we
move through the stages of life. Stude nts helped man booths at the Country
Fa ir bazaar. One student shared her expe riences as a woman in the College of
Engineering, another as a participant in
the e ngineering co-op program , and
anothe r as a student of fashion
techniques in the Big Apple.

I think about the devoted faculty , admmtstration , and staff- Engineering
Dean Stuart Walesh , who teaches students not only to do things right but to
do the right thing; Prof. Fred Niedner,
who encouraged us to think about a ll
that is lovely, pure, of good report, and
thank God; Prof. Nancy Lakin , who deli ghted us with he r slides of fashion
windows across the U.S.; Mary Bolla,
who partic ipated in preparing the new
video tapes to share with prospective
and admitted students, Guild c hapters,
and churches; Sharon and Esther, who
were ready sources o f materials, help,
information, and-always-smiles ! I am
glad for Dot, who shared her concerns
with us about the Sunday bus and the
Bears football game and the lesson that
worry is pointless, especiall y since we
o fte n worry about the wrong things.
Seems the re was a football strike and
there were more buses available than we
would ever need .

There we re G uildies lunching with
students one on one, or two by two. I
saw a Guildie on the Scheele e levator
searching out student dorm rooms to deli ver goodies from the Guild chapte r at
home. Were n' t you proud of the Guild

I think about Dr. Schnabe l and try to
imag ine him carry ing Paul a Saue r's bazaar goodies into the Union at her first
convention ... before she knew who
he was . I think about him standing at
the finish line of the Guild run , cheering
'-.......>

SHARING TI:\1E--Commutc r Tiff Ar cclla, .\1unMcr I (left ), a nd ath·
lc tc Lauric Pajakowski, South Be nd IN, get acqua inted with G uild pres·
idcnts Jan Zinnecke1·, Cincinnati, a nd Gail Hodel, Dia blo Valley (back
to camera).
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the runners. I think about his informati ve report to the convention, fi lled with
impressive stati stics of e nrollme nt, financial gifts, and growth; and I think of
his obvious pride in a nnounc ing a new
exchange program with China. I think
of the love shared in the hugs that
e nded his last address to the Guild convention and the presentation to Ellen
and him of an inscribed c lock to symbolize his gift of time to the Guild . I
praise God for faculty, administration ,
and staff!
l thin k about Guild women and their
love for Valparaiso U niversity-love
that moti vates our energetic, e nthusiastic, talented, and committed Board , love
that was woven through Phyllis Schuessler's account of growing up in the
Guild and shined in the eyes of Jean
Ehrman and Carolyn Hanes as they retired and received our thanks for their
services as secretary and treasure r. And
didn' t you sit a little ta ller when the
new officers were installed in the
Chapel during Sunday's service?

....

-

(..)

PRAISE AN D THANKS-Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Preside nt Duane
Joha nsen, a senior from Walton t N, leads the Thursday evening Vesper
service.

Winter

WOW, LOOK AT ALL THOSE GOODIES-Beth Walden of the Rive•·
Queens chapte1·, foreg•·ound , joins the happy shoppers exploring the delights of the annual Guild Bazaar.

Love energized the 67 runners in the
"Y'All Come Run"-runners inspired
by first woman, second fini sher, Debbie
Fray , who completed the run in about
19 minutes; Irma Riethmeier who at age
77 walks three miles on some days and
bikes six on the others; and Marcus
Lohrmann who at five months was the
winner for males age seven and under!
And all this organized and put together
by Janie Lichtfuss, herself on crutches
with her leg in a cast. That's love!
Love was in operation at the open
forum where women shared their ideas
of the person who could best lead VU
in the coming years . Love sold cookbooks, brought nine prospective students
to campus fo r the weekend , started two
new chapters in Florida, and prepared
for Bazaar- baking cookies, pies,
breads; knitti ng afghans and sweaters;
embroidering wall hangings and jar
tops; making com relish, crafting tree
ornaments, and searching out regional

specialties from salmon to apricots to
apples. Was it love that shopped , too,
and bought cookies, pies, breads, apples ... ?

rl:-llNI<
pRAISE

What but love could resu lt in our
membership chairman Kathy Parsons
working in her kitchen with printouts
and maps, carefully placing macaroni
noodles on the locations of Guild prospective members-and wasn't it Jove
that led Lois Oster of New Orleans to
boldly pledge fifteen new members by
June 1988!
It is love for VU that makes us the
Guild , described by a sophomore student to an inquiring freshman as the
group that "makes zucchini bread and
built the new Courts in the gym."

THEME-Wisconsinites Pamela Nickel, State
Unit president; Martha Schmidt, outgoing Area
Director; and Marilyn Holmquist, incoming
A.D. , share the spotlight with the convention
banner.

WELCOME, WELCOME-Co-founders Eileen Bishop and Judy Fry
of the Gold Coast FL chapter (left) and Bernice Hill, representing the
Gulf Coast FL chapte•· (right), are welcomed officially into the Guild by
Area Director IX Margaret Zobel.
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CANDIDATES CLOSE-UP-Nominations chairman Judy Michaels (at
microphone) introduces candidates Barbara Potter, Kay Schulz, Joanne
Gatz, and Pat Sunderlage, as Treasurer Carolyn Hanes looks on.

I'm so glad for the love Guildies
share with one another. It's evident
when you first get to the bus stop at
O' Hare Airport: hugs, help with luggage
or the baby, meeting new friends, and

SCHOLARS-Admissions Recruitment Director Mary Bolla inll·oduces
the first recipient of the Past National Officers· scholarship, Thomas
Kolb; f•·eshman Guild Schola•·s Greg Haecke•· and Amy Gebauer; and
Senio•· Guild Scholar Joel Jungemann.
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SEE WHO'S H E RE-G uild women, students, and community •·esidc nts
e njoy the Baz:uu·.

catching up with old ones. At the FirstTimers' Get-Together Thursday evening, the newcomers not only were introduced to procedures, but more importantl y to each other ... and they received those versati le pink bows that e nabled us all to identify them and help
make them feel welcome.
Did you notice the immediate buzz of
chatter and laughte r when President
Phyllis offered us the opportunity to
meet our neighbors at the beginni ng of
Friday morning's session? And how lovingly Marilyn Krueger dubbed the retiring A.D.s " Ladies of Gui ldom." They
have evide ntly been sharing love along
with the work. This theme ran through
the slide presentation prepared by Kathy
Parsons as the background music sang
out, "Friends are friends forever when
the Lord's the Lord of them ... and a
lifetime's not too long to live as
friends."
In fact, we enjoyed our togetherness

far into the evening (early morning?) in
the dorm. There was the A.D. sitti ng on
a bed explai ning to a First-Timer how
the Guild works. There were squeals of
delight from two women in the corridor
as facts came together , and maiden
names were shared w ith the resultant "I
know you! '' There were even family
reunions as grandmothers, mothers,
daughters , and sisters all got together at
the Guild convention. We all shared the
thrill of one Gu ildie who got the news
Friday morning that made her a grandmother for the first ti me.
I think abou t the " after-g low," the
bus ride back to O ' Hare. My seat-mate
was a First-Timer, a mom who had
brought her high school senior daughter
to campus wi th her. "Well , how was
it?" I asked. "Wonderful! Wonde rful!
I' m goi ng back saying I want to come
again, but I think everyone should experience this." She went on to describe
what impressed her: " No one is more
important than anyone e lse, whether

RARE FORM- Valparaiso Mayo•· David Butte rfield (far left) and members of the Boal'(l cr ack up over witty banquet Toastmistress Dolores
Cenkush, forme•· Indiana State Unit president.
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A COOD BECINNINC----Opcning devotions arc led by Prof. Fred
Niedner, Department of Theology.

you're an alum , a mom of a student, a
mother of a prospective student, or a
friend ... Everyone really takes care of
each other ... The agenda went so
smoothly and everyone is so professional . .. When the bus was delayed,
the women first expressed di sappointment, but then made the best of the
situation and enjoyed the time visiting
together ... I was really proud of our
president and how she represents
us ... Now that I've seen these people
and their love for each other, 1 wouldn't
be afraid to let my daughter come here
over 2,000 miles from home ... "
I think back to my first conventionthe feelings are so famil iar. I'm so glad
for the love- love for the University
and for each other-God's love shining
through students, facu lty, and Guild
women. I think about you and I praise
God for you al l.
God be with you ' til we meet again.

C9

FAMILY REUNION-Mary Hacmac, president of the Land of Lakes
chapte•·, brought her sister Kris and her mother h ·ma (Fair-Med-Ow)
to the FiJ·st-Timcrs' Get-Togethe r.

Winter

DOT NUECHTERLEIN

From the Executive Director

THE WRONG BUS
A few minutes before this session
was to begin I still hadn 't decided what
my first sentence was going to be. You
know, you' re supposed to have a real
socko beginning so everybody wi ll pay
attention, but I just couldn ' t come up
with anything.
Then I ran into Prof. Fred Niedner,
who led the opening devotions this
morning. He came back to find me because after leaving here to go to class
he overheard a conversation he wanted
to share. So 1 thought, well , all right, I
can' t think of my own way to begin!' II start with his nice story.
He heard two sophomores talking,
and one said she had just come from
looking at food items in the Gu ild bazaar. A fres hman asked her, "What is a
Guild, anyway?" The sophomore said at
first she didn ' t know what to say, but
finally she explained, "Oh , the G uild
makes zucchini bread, and built the racquetba ll courts in the new gym. "
That is really an appropriate beg inning, afte r all, because I wanted to start
by mentioning I like quotations, and
that's one I'm goi ng to hang on to !
Every year I buy a quotation cale ndar,
and each day I put the quote of the day
on my door-and the ones I like a lot
stay there a long time .
When I looked up the one for today
I was really pleased, because it is from
my favorite philosopher, George Bums.
Have you ever noticed how comedians
sometimes in the ir wise and witty way
seem to speak the truth?
His thought for today is: " Retirement
at 65 is ridiculous . Whe n I was 65 I
still had pimples." George as you may
know is now in his 90s; he's the fellow
who made famo us that saying about
how he wasn' t all that crazy about
grow ing olde r, but it beats the alternative.
My favorite quotation from Mr.
Bums goes some thing like th is: "Don't
worry. Some things you can' t do anything about, so there's no point worrying about them, and other things you
can do something about, so instead of
worrying you should do what you can
do." I think that's very wise, and it is
applicable to much of life. It applies to
me, because often I worry about the
wrong things.
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For example, early in July I was very
proud of myself; th is is the fift h convention I have been involved in planning,
and it was the first time I started so
early to tackle the many de tai ls that
need to be taken care of each year.

I called the bus company the beginning of Jul y to reserve the buses that
transport people to and from O 'Hare. I
spoke with the same woman I talk to
twice a year, for convention and Counc il , and we had no proble m arranging a
bus for Thursday, Sept. 24th. So I just
put that out of my mind altogether-that
was taken care of.
W hen I asked her about Sunday,
Sept. 27th, she said, "I'm sorry; we
don ' t have any buses avai lable for that
date," and I said, " What? This is the
beginning of July and you' re telling me
there isn' t one bus available fo r the end
of September?" And she answered,
"No, I'm sorry," so I said, "Can you
give me the phone numbe·r s of any other
bus companies that I could try?" And
then she said, " We ll , you're welcome to
call them, but they're not going to have
any buses either." So I asked, " What's
going on?" and she said , "There's a
Chicago Bears foo tball game that day ,
and all of the buses in this part of the
world have been chartered for the
game."
Great. All summer long I stewed
about this; what should we do? We
could hire school buses, but woul d you
rea lly want to ride to O'Hare that way?
Well , it would beat walking, probably.
We tried to think of every alternative
possible, and I did get kind of concerned . Finally, two weeks ago I
learned that we could rent the small
bus the Un iversity has for athletic
events . We coul dn't arrange it too far in
advance until they knew what their
needs were going to be, because athletics has first choice. But that would still
accommodate onl y about 26 passengers,
and we knew we would need rides for
nearly 40. So then we thought about
station wagons, finding people to drive
cars, and all sorts of other things .
Then- he re we are, a few days before the convention-and lo and behold:
the re is a football strike.' My husband
said to me earlier this week, "You are
probably the only sports fa n in the
world who wants this strike to happen."

Two days ago I called the bus company
to check things out, and they said: "Call
back tomorrow and you can have all the
buses you want!"
We ll , all right, here I had spent all
summer worryi ng about the bus for Sunday, for no reason. However, the Thursday bus, which was to leave O' Hare at
2 p.m. and arrive at Scheele at 4somehow or another, in the process, the
person who does the schedu ling wrote
down that it should leave O'Hare at 4
p.m., and I didn' t notice that on the
contract. I just didn ' t read it, because in
my mind that bus was taken care of, no
problem.
So my po int is, I WORRIED
ABOUT THE WRONG BUS! And I
think that so often is what happens in
life-we worry about the wrong things.
We should not worry at all . In our Vespers last night student Duane Johansen
did a nice job of reminding us to be
thankful for everyth ing, and if we are
thankful, if we are joyful , if we are
hopeful , how can we worry?
But we are tempted- we even have
temptations to worry about the Guild.
The Board this week looked at some of
the figu res . Our membership is down.
We accepted two wonderful new c hapters today, but we have lost a number of
others this year. We have not sold as
many cookbooks as we need to to be
sure our scholarship fund is healthy. We
have not sold as many calendars as we
wou ld like so that we would have more
funds to give to the various needs on
campus. I myself said the Guild would
sell I ,000 of "The Church Sings" tapes
and records, to help make that project
(Continued on page 12)
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possible, but so far we haven' t sold
very many at all, and the money we
borrowed to buy our share is piling up
interest by the day.
So we are tempted. And yet, the message we get from our Lord is, "Don ' t
worry; be thankful. " It seems to me our
theme can be helpful to us in knowing
what to do about worry, or how to cope
instead of worrying. Think , Praise, Be
Glad. "Think" means plan , meditate,
reali ze-it is me ntal act ivity. "Praise"
invol ves showing joy and giving
gratitude- it is the doing , the working.
And then " Be Glad"-that's living. We
can live in such a way that we make the
most of what opportunities we have.
God doesn' t expect us to do what is not
possible for us.
The temptation to worry is at the
chapter level, too. l visited 33 chapters
during the last fiscal year. It was wonderful , the best part of my job , and I
loved it. But I heard some worries: we
don ' t have enough members, or we
don ' t have the right kind of members,
or we can' t do what some other chapters
can do, or we need to do things better.
Yes, we can do some things better,
but that effort should take the place of
worry. So my message is the same as
George Bums: let's don ' t worry so
much . Let's leave things more to what
the Lord has in store for us. Let 's do
what we can do , and not fret over what
we can' t do .
The little symbol on our nametags
this year is a smi ley face. I looked

down at it this morning a nd was reminded that whe n I was a c hild l had a
book or something with a picture in it
of a face; when you looked at it one
way the face was smiling, but when you
turned it upside down it was frowning.
And I looked down at myself, and sure
enough, that mouth was turned the
wrong way .
And that made me think: looking at
ourselves, we can be down; but looking
outward , looki ng upward , we can only
be . . . up. We can be than kful , joyful
. . . praise-ful.
There are some Gui ld women who
are no longer wi th us who sy mboli zed
the " Be Glad" message. You know
some yourselves, but I want to mention
two. Today is the funeral of He len Fimhaber in Ann Arbor. Helen was the
Michigan State Unit president when I
began serving in the Gui ld office, and
she was a very special woman . She was
very supportive to me in those early
days, and she always exemplified the
positi ve, praise-ful Christian spirit. Last
year she was in pain here at the G uild
convention , but she continued to take
part in everythi ng, even the run , in
which she won her age category. So I
couldn ' t he lp thinking about He len in
connection with this convention the me,
as someone who was glad , no matter
what.
Another person we lost th is year ,
known to many of you , is Louise
Nicolay, one of our former National
Pres ide nts . I did not have the chance to
meet Louise, but from everything I have
read about all she accomplished , and
what she thought about the Un iversity

YEA, TEAM-A C uilt!-sponsOJ·ed reception for alumni and friends following the opening games of
the San F1·ancisco Met Life baske tball classic was a roaring success, as VU upset host team USF.
Crusade•· head coach Tom Smith was the featured guest. Valparaiso eventually took second place
in the tournament.
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and how she worked for it, I know she
had to be a positive person. Someone
who is down would not be able to not
only do her own joyful work , but also
to encourage others so much. So Helen
and Loui se would probably echo George
Bums: ·'Let's don' t worry. Let's be
positi ve."
I have one more quote about worry to
share with you. This is from Vincent
Sardi, who, as far as I know , was a restaurant owne r, not a philosopher or even
a comedian. His words have also struck
me as I thought about this topic. They
are a little twist on an old idea . He said,
" Don't worry. Life's too long."
(9

CHARTER ANNIVERSARIES
1988 marks a special anni versary for each of
these Guild chapters:
50 Years (1938)
Beloit WI
Elgin IL
Maumee Valley OH
Mt. Clemens District MI
Sebewaing Ml
Wausau WI
40 Years (1948)
Baltimore MD
Central New Jersey NJ
Minneapol is MN
St. Paul MN
South Lake County IN
Washington DC

25 Years (1963)
Boulder CO
Kentuckiana KY
10 Years (1978)
Palm Beach FL
Western Reserve OH
Congratulations and best wishes.

SUCCESS-Seni01· Crusaders David Morgan,
G rand Rapids MI (left), Dave McMahon,
South Bend I N, and Harry Bell, Calumet Park
IL, accept the holiday tourney h·or>hy.

Winter

PRESIDENT

Laudamus-Thee, Lord, We Praise, for

(Continued from page 4)

all Thy benefits. The Guild has been a
most important part in the original and
expanded phase of the Crusade-from
its $500,000 commitment for the Guild
Courts in the ARC to the most recently
adopted additional goal of $170,000 for
renovations in Huegli Hall and the
Chapel of the Resurrection, and for underwriting a room in the School of Law
building. All of us who live and pray
and work for Valpo can truly rejoice
and give thanks for all God's benefits in
this campaign and in all we undertake
as servants of the Servant of God.

Cambridge,
Reutlingen,
Tubingen,
Paris, and Puebla, but now also in
China through a new exchange program
with a university in the Zhejiang Province through arrangements with the
People's Republic of China, worked out
by Indiana Governor Robert Orr. Valparaiso is one of four Indiana institutions
of higher education (the other three are
Ball State University, Purdue University, and Hanover College) selected by
Governor Orr to participate in this new
faculty and student exchange program
with universities in a major province of
China.
4. One of the most important
academic and educational resources the
University has been able to create in the
last five years is endowed Chairs and
Professorships. The University now has
seven such endowed faculty positions,
in Management, Law, Music, Engineering, American Literature, Art History,
and the study of Christian values.
An eighth professorship, in Religion
and the Healing Arts, is being created to
address ethical and moral issues of highest significance in bio-medicine today,
such as surrogate parenthood, alternative
reproduction, gene cloning, genetic engineering, eugenics, and others that
pose new, important sociological and
ethical issues. This University Professorship will be interdisciplinary, calling
upon academic, professional, and scientific fields in addressing these matters.
5. It is a great pleasure to announce
that VU has been selected by the Lilly
Endowment to receive a $500,000
matching grant for the "Dream of Distinction" program. The grant proposal
includes $360,000 for library automation, $100,000 for instructional telecommunications, $320,000 for advanced scientific equipment in biology, chemistry,
and physics, and $250,000 for maintaining these items. Now we need to
achieve the goal of $500,000 from our
University constituency, to match and
"earn" the Lilly grant.
6. Reference to endowments and
grants makes us mindful of the many
blessings that have been received
through the Crusade for Valparaiso University, the Expanded Crusade, and
other recent campaigns. When we recognize that a total of over $100,000,000
is being reached as we move into the
last decade of the 20th Century, we cannot but sing with greatest joy, Te Deum
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RENEWING THE VISION
The theme of this 56th Annual Convention of the VU Guild, taken from
Philippians, provides strong theological
grounding for the primary components
of Christian higher education to which
Valparaiso is committed:
whatFinally,
brethren,
soever things are true, whatsoever things are honest,
whatsoever things are just,
whatsoever things are pure,
whatsoever
things
are
lovely, whatsoever things
are of good report: If there
be any virtue, and if there
be any praise, think on these
things.
The form and shape of Christian
higher education at Valparaiso University includes wrestling with problems of
ultimate significance as they arise in
contemporary types and forms. This
means that those within the University
who teach and those who learn, as well
as those who administer and serve and
support it, can study and speak, act and
live, support and serve with the confession that in this place, Jesus Christ is
Lord and our life and work are forms of
Christian ministry.
The founding fathers and leaders of
Valparaiso as a Lutheran Universityincluding Presidents Dau, Kreinheder,
Kretzmann, and Huegli-saw within it
the spiritual conviction and educational
power which would enable the University to cultivate the mind and heart and
spirit of all who shared its vision and
commitment. It is on the same foundation and with the same kind of faith that
this Lutheran University continues to
pursue educational excellence and to
offer what our young people, our congregations, and our Church and world
need most.
To face the changes and challenges of

the next decade, the University will
need the educational, spiritual, . and financial resources required by an institution with highest academic and professional standards, one which is clear
about and unequivocally committed to
its role as a center of faith and learning
and which is able to provide superior
teaching, scholarship, research, creative
work, enriched campus life, and supportive Christian ministry. If this is accomplished, members of the University
family will continue to inherit their
spiritual legacy of freedom and servanthood bestowed by the Redeemer and
Lord in all the dimensions of their
Christian Calling. They will, by God's
grace, continue to renew the vision and
sustain the substance of Valparaiso as an
institution of highest academic quality
and as a vibrant Christian University in
the Lutheran tradition. By God's grace,
and with the commitment of members
of the Guild, Alumni Association, supporters, and friends, Valpo will maintain
the momentum of growth in service.
There is much for us to do and precious little time in which to do it. The
older we become, the faster time passes.
Who knows how much time each of us
has left to do what God would have us
do? If our legacy to the future of Christian higher education at Valparaiso University is to leave it stonger than we
found it, we bear a heavy burden. We
must charge forward, making the most
of our challenges and opportunities. We
must direct our days and deeds to what
is most important, united as "one in the
Spirit" and able to say, with St. Augustine: "In essentials, unity; in non-essentials, liberty; in all things, charity." We
are bound to be true to our Calling and
to live by the light that has been given
us by God's grace. In all that we are
and in all that we undertake, our lively,
personal motto must ever be that of the
University itself: In Luce Tua, Videmus

Lucem-In Thy Light, We See Light.(!?;
PLAN AHEAD
State Meetings
April 9, 1988
Florida Rally, Sarasota FL
April 26, 1988
Wisconsin State Unit, Beloit WI
May 7, 1988
Michigan State Unit, Flint MI

National Convention
September 22-25, 1988-Valparaiso IN

Homecoming
October 8, 1988-Valparaiso IN

Parents Day
October 29, 1988-Valparaiso IN
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AROUND THE GUILD WORLD
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE CASE STUDY
When Paula Nord, members hip chairman of
che Des Moines chapcer. sene in Guild neework referral forms handed out at the convention , she shared the results of a 16-month
membership drive begun in the summer of
1986. Using computer printouts of VU-related people, women in a 30 to 40 mile
radius of che city were contacted by mail (52
letters) or phone (32 calls).
From these contacts, along with extensive
fo llow up calls to those who wished to be
kept infom1ed of G uild activicies, seven regular and two supporting members were welcomed into the chapter this past year.
Another half dozen or so have not yet been
able to join, but continue to show interest
and are prospective members for the present
year.
The secret of this success seems to be
Paula's willingness to continue to reach out

to those who cannot make a commitment immediately. For example, she ment ions one
woman who has been called six times already . " She has always told me to concact
her again , but says right now she really is
too busy. Yet she wants me to call her a1 the
beginning of our 1988-89 year. This I will
do."
Another factor, no do ubt , is a well-planned
calendar: when Paula calls she knows
exactly what meetings and activities are
scheduled for the rest o f the year, and if
someone is not available for the current
event Paula can let her know what is coming
in the future .
Hats off to Des Moines , and to their enthusiastic and e fficient membership chai rman. Let us hope many more chapters will
report similar results as a result of the present campaign.

GUILD WOMEN YOU SHOULD KNOW
Three Guild members were recognized in
print during the past few mo nths, according
to information received in the Guild office.
Elizabeth (Liz) DeM ik o f the Northern Virg inia chapter was honored as the National
Lutheran Parent-Teacher League's "1 987
Parent of the Year." Nominated by Our
Savior PTL in Arlington VA , she was chosen on the basis of love of family , love of
others, church activities, and community activities. Liz joined the Guild a few years
after graduating from VU in 1969 and has
been involved at both the local and natio nal
levels , most recently serving as a member of
the Resolutio ns Committee at the 1987 Guild
convention. All of us can take pride that one
of our own received this outstanding accolade.
Marie Piepenbrink of the Chicago South
Subu rban chapter received nice publicity for
the Guild in a local newspaper article that
appeared just a fter the convention . In a
series entitled "Meet the Presidents," Marie

was recognized as the chapter' s leader, and
information regarding the Guild' s meeting
dates and goals was prov ided. The paper did
not mention that Marie has held that offi ce
several times previously in the 30 years
s ince the chapter was organized!
Pat Friedrich , long-time member of the Valparaiso chapter, was the subject of a delightful story in the Valparaiso press on her newfound interest in the game of pool. "She's
74 pounds soaking wet, sharp as a tack and
has a passion for pool at the age o f 75 ,"
began the story. Pat, a retired English and
French teacher and wife of retired English
Prof. Walter Friedrich , is tutored by retired
VU Librarian Vera Bushing . The article also
quoted Pat on her other ·secret vice ' : " I
s neak out to have breakfast. . . . My husband doesn't know it. He thinks I'm goi ng
o ut for groceries. Well, I buy some. He 's
awfully dumb if he doesn' t suspect. Otherwise I'm virtuous and pure." And havi ng a
wonderful time enjoying life .

IN MEMORIAM
Louise Nicolay, National President of the
VU Guild 1945-48, died in August after a
lengthy illness. Her affiliation with the University began in 1926, when she served as
secretary to University President Dr. W. H.T.
Dau.
Besides the presidency Miss Nicolay held
the o ffi ces of Secretary , First Vice President ,
and was the fi rst e Icc ted Guild Treasurer;
she w rote the first volume of the Guild History; and she was one of the original editors
of the Guild Bulletin. During her term as
President, Guild Hall was dedicated, State
Units were organized. and fund-rais ing for
G loria Christi Chapel began. Miss Nicolay
was the first woman to become a voting
member of the University Board of Directors.
In 1963 she wa~ awarded an Honorary
Alumni Membership. and she received
another honor in 1975 when she was named
a distinguished alumna. In her private life
Miss Nicolay was president and treasurer of
a South Be nd company. Apex Electrotype
Corporation, and in reti rement she was an
organizer of the South Bend Meals on
Wheels. She has been called a most remarkable woman, who was tireless in her efforts
for Valparaiso Uni versity and the VU Gu ild .
FOUR WINDS MEMBERS
As you know, the Four Winds chapter is
non-geographic, so chat anyone . anywhere,
may partic ipate in the Guild . Any Guild
member moving to a community that does
not have a chapter may transfer her membership to Four Winds . Four Winds dues.
which include a direct contribution to the
Project Fund, are $25 per year: members are
reminded by mail when the fee can be paid .
The Membership Chairman occasionally
sends a newsletter or other materials to Four
Winds members, and they are encouraged to
contact the Gui ld office when they wish to
purchase cookbooks ($7) or calendars ($2),
or have other need s. Of course they may attend conventions or any Area or state meetings they wish to.
PUGET SOUND CHRISTMAS WREATH
DELIVERY INTERRUPTS
MASSIVE BURGLARY!

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RALLY- Area leaders at a fall rally include (from left) Area Director
Sylvia Luekens and chapter presidents Nancy Krueger, Orange County; Kate Novak, San Gubncl Valley; and Joyce Rich, Harbor Lights.
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National Treasurer Joanne Gatz each year orders a wreath from lhe Puget Sound chapter
to send to her boss. who lives part of the
time in Houston. Thi s year the wreath was
delivered to the home of the man's mother.
She drove to his townhouse to put it up .
only to discover that all the lights were on.
Apparencly a robber) was in progress. but as
she approached the house the thieves fled,
leaving a computer and many other valuables
piled by the back door.
Moral of the story: nex t year o rder your
wreath from Pugct Sound, for a safer neighborhood.

Winter

PHYLLIS
(Continuecl from page 7)

GETIING STARTED-Newly charte red G ulf
Coast chapter includes as members (seated
from left) president Miriam C•·icssel, Lois
Reed , Claire Reitz, and Bernice Hill , and
(standing) Bernice Holzhe imer , Dorothea
Luehr , Lenora Ecslcy, and LaVer ne Smith.

WALLA WALLA, W A-All members of the
chapter, including three new members and
several prosr.cctivc students class of 2009 (!)
arc shown: (front from left) Lynn junkc with
Jessica Lynn, president Debbie Spaulding with
Joanna Rose, Jonna johnson with Keith
Richard; (standing) Lauric Woif1·am with Benjamin Seth, Bea Storkson, Karen Tclstad,
JoAnne Savage, jeanne Boschker, and Linda
Lohrmann with Marcus Christian.

some of the finest students who have
been on this campus.
T he addition of the Person-to-Pe rson
Committee in 1973 was one of the most
important steps we have ever taken , for
it emphasized our real commitment to
one of our stated purposes, to assist in
inc reasing enrollment. Do you remember Ella Pe nnekamp' s enthusiastic
presentations as our first P-to-P chairman? I do , and I a lso remember reading
a quote from Dr. O.P. Kretzmann many
years prior to that , from page 133 of the
Guild History: "The g reatest service the
Gui ld can do is to provide a steady
stream of good students."
That is as true today as it was then,
and is often echoed by President
Schnabel. So nothing has changed
much, you say? We ll , not quite. For
this progra m has experienced growth of
a diffe rent sort , as we have expanded
the ways in which we contact students.
Who would have thought Guildies
would represent VU at college fai rs,
even utilizing professional displays, or
have guessed that we would use vans to
bring students on campus visits? We
have grown more c reative in our efforts,
and all we need now is I 00% participation from our chapters.
Growth also implies change , and the
VU Sunday Committee is in the process
of change as it is renamed Community
Relations. VU Sunday is but a part of
the Guild o utreach into the greater community of supporters, and the potential
ex ists now for using our resources to
carry the VU message to a much wider
aud ience. This represents a new way of
tackling an old problem . Another exam-

1987 GUILD CALENDAR FUND
The following letter was received recently:
Dear Mrs. Nuechterlein ,
Please express to the Guild our appreciation
for the grant to enable the Teacher Placement Office to purchase telephone answering
equipment.
The system was installed and wi ll serve our
senior teacher candidates and education
graduates. They wi ll be able to call a
specified number during evening and
weekend hours and receive the latest information on employment opportunities. This
greatly increases their ability to apply for
vacancies before an imminent deadline. Appl ication deadlines were a major detriment in
our previous practice of biweekly vacancy
mai lings.
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Thank you again for your generous support
and interest in Valparaiso University students.
Si ncerely,
Sandra S. Michelsen
Director of Teacher
Placement
Dr. Stewart Cooper, Director of the Student
Counseling and Development Center, has
also expressed appreciation to the Guild.
Their portion of the Calendar Fund assisted
the Center in the purchase of videotapes
used for substance abuse counseling.

pie of that is the use of the new membership card, along with a better syste m
of accounting. That was certainly a
change for all of us, and while we are
still working out some of the problems,
we are satisfied it is worth the effort in
order to have a more accurate count of
our membership. Thanks fo r your patience and cooperation in making the
switch.
The Gu ild Bulletin has grown and
changed, not just in the size of its pages
but also in the wealth of information it
contains. The news from "Guildom" is
covered, but in addition the editors in
every issue give us glimpses of life on
the campus so that we can feel more in
touch w ith the University and its
people.
So, then, we have taken a look at
how some of us have g rown up in the
Gu ild and examined ways in wh ich the
Guild itself has grown. Now consider
with me one more angle: that is, ways
in which we as individual me mbers
grow through the Guild.
There is ample opportunity to learn
the art of getting along with people.
There is challenge in organizing these
same people into the cohesive group
known as the chapter. And there is
satisfaction in being part of the Guild,
which for some is practice in public
speaking; for others, train ing in accounting; and for still more, experience in
writing and editing. If you've acquired
any of these skills, don't hesitate to include them in your next resume.
T here is also provision for spiritual
growth in the worship opportunities we
have every time we come to campus.
Vespers, morning devotions, and Sunday worship-for many, this is the
hig hlight of the weekend, as it brings
into sharper focus our reason fo r being.
Valparaiso is tru ly a Un iversity under
the Cross, and perhaps that fact is never
more ev ident than when Guild members, students, faculty , and staff come
to God's altar together.
Growing up. It can be difficu lt, slow,
even scary. But it can a lso be challenging, rewarding , and exciting. In the year
ahead, you and the Guild wi ll have
many opportunities to grow. I encourage
you to take full advantage of every one
of them! Then, when we gather again at
next year's convention, we will look
back and reflect on the Guild growth
that we can all truly " praise God for and
be glad about."
(9

15

BUDDIES-Pastor Karl Lutze, Director for
Church Relations, bids goodbye to Denve1·
chapter president Karin Zeile.

RUN, WALK, OR CRAWl.r-But nobody said
anything about Hop! Y'all Come Run cha irma n
Janie Lichtfuss manages to smile anyway.

STRATEGY SESSION-President Phyllis and her com mittee cha irs
plan their p1·esentations in a pre-convention meeting.

HIGH CLASS ENTERTAINMENT-Valparaiso Voices, a n octe t of VU
alumni, pe rform a medley of Hoosier tunes at the "' Back Home in Indiana" banque t.
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HEY, MOM, WE WON!-Calendar chairman
Paula Strietelmeie r and he1· son Andy display
the blue r ibbons they won for placing llrst in
the ir age divisions.

SPECIAL SOMEONE- Former G uild Executive Scc1·etar y So Heidbrink waves to the banquet crowd as they greet he1· with affection.

SHOPPINC-Valpo chapter member Ruth Laube introduces Bazaar
items to worship leade r s Jane Houghtaling, 1'. J. Lindemann, and Julie
Schmidt, all of Sigma Alpha Iota Music Fraternity.

Winter

•
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WE DID IT!-Dorothy Brurn, Hawaii chapte1·, accompanied by sophomore Jon Hodel of Littleton CO, shows that three miles cannot dampen
he1· enthusiasm.

SUPER SALESWOMEN-Irma Hicks and Marguerite Felten enjoy selling the famou s VU Christmas omament sponsored by the Saginaw
chapter each year.

SUZANNE'S BOUTIQUE-Among the bazaar treasures offe1·cd by the
South Central Pennsylvania chapter arc stuffed animals handmade by
alum Suzanne Dollase.

IMPORTANT PANE~E ngineering Dean Stuart Wolesh is assisted in
his presentotion by seniors Liso Preuss, Richland Ml, and David Kiel,
Chicago.

FUN TIME-Board members Lynn Bahls, Carolyn Hanes, Paula
Sauer, Phyllis Schuessler, nnd Dot Nueehted ein take time out for the
Guild Run.

THE WRONG BUS--Conventioneers prepare to leave the eompus after
another busy, unforgettable weekend.

1987-88
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VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD
BED AND BREAKFAST PROGRAM

As a Valparaiso University Guild member or a Valparaiso University alumnus, you have a unique opportunity to exercise your special interest in Valparaiso University by participating in the Guild's nationwide Bed and Breakfast program. Next time you travel, meet new Valpo friends and put your
travel dollars to use for the University just by making overnight reservations
in one or more of our 70 hostess chapters. Monies earned through Bed and
Breakfast will benefit the National Guild's Project Fund.
This Directory has everything you will need to know about our Bed and
Breakfast program:
• Locations of currently participating chapters (shown on the map);
• Contact persons;
• Rates.
Make your request for reservations according to the instructions on page 7
of the Directory.
It is anticipated that more chapters will be added in the future . So if you
are interested in a location not listed in the Directory, you may inquire by
writing Bed and Breakfast, Valparaiso University Guild, Valparaiso, Indiana 46383.
Rates and availability are subject to change without notice.

This information is effective as of January, 1988.

2

Indicates location of a Guild chapter currently
participating in Bed and Breakfast

' •_. " NORTH OAKOT A

SOUTH OAKOT A

NEBRASKA

Ul
COLORADO

.o

~w~\)

KANSAS

'%~~ \,6.(,
ALABAMA
Alabama Chapter (205) 979-7687
Holly Goettge 1312 Anglewood Dr., Birmingham, AL 35216
ALASKA
Cheechako Chapter (907) 243-2250
Betty Jo Reinke 9300 Emerald, Anchorage, AK 99515
CALIFORNIA
Diablo Valley Chapter (415) 935-6788
Barbara VanFossen 90 Sara lane, Walnut Creek, CA 94595
Harbor Lights Chapter L.A. Area (213) 831-2625
Alice Sprung 2631 Coral Ridge Rd., Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
90274
Orange County Chapter (714) 774-6518
Doreen Gray 550 S. Wayside St., Anaheim, CA 92805
San Diego Chapter (619) 424-781 3
Ethyl Kallsen 48 Blue Anchor Cay Rd., Coronado CA 92118
San Fernando Valley Chapter (818) 710-9416
Marilyn Pekrul 22312 Napa St., Canoga Park, CA 91304
Santa Clara Valley Chapter (408) 255-3730
Karlynn Emanuel 1248 Lockhaven Way, San Jose, CA 95129
COLORADO
Denver Chapter (303) 758-9270
Beth Gutknecht 4710 E. Mississippi #208, Denver, CO 80222
D.C.
Metro Washington Chapter (301) 464-8127
Carol Bruns 12034 Twin Cedar Lane, Bowie, MD 20715
Northern Virginia Chapter (703) 451-8232
Dolores Neumann 6505 Terry Dr., Springfield, VA 22150
FLORIDA
Orlando Chapter (305) 644-7721
Carol Lynn Fink 313 Turkey Run, Winter Park, FL 32789
St. Petersburg Chapter (813) 381-1037
Kay Johnson 6467 28th Terrace, N., St. Petersburg, FL 33710
Winter Haven Chapter (813) 688-3309
Eleanora Pennekamp 2003 Reaney Rd ., Lakeland, FL 33803
GEORGIA
Atlanta Chapter (404) 992-1271
Penny McBride 4880 Surrey Dr., Roswell, GA 30075
ILLINOIS
Chicago Northwest Suburban Chapter (312) 824-4532
Virginia Amling 636 Arlington Ave., Des Plaines, IL 60016
East Central illinois Chapter (217) 367-0670
Joanne Gatz 407 McHenry, Urbana, IL 61801
Quad Cities Chapter (309) 762-5173
Judy Brooks 4531 11th Ave. c. Moline, IL 61265
INDIANA
Ft. Wayne Chapter (219) 637-2127
Ruth Lewis 11410 Westwind Dr., Ft. Wayne, IN 46825
Hammond Chapter (219) 836-8004
Edith Ayers 603 River Dr., Munster, IN 46321
Indianapolis Chapter (317) 873-2566
Georgiana Schroeder 650 West Poplar St., Zionsville, IN 46077
Michigan City Chapter (219) 874-8338
Carol Laesch 2113 Red Oak T.C., Michigan City, IN 46360
Mishawaka-South Bend Chapter (219) 291 -71 53
Wilma Behnke 19409 Edinburgh Dr., South Bend, IN 46614
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South lake County Chapter (21 9) 663-0753
Lou Walsh 370 Ellendale Parkway, Crown Point, IN 46307
Valparaiso Chapter (219) 462-5873
Ruth Laube 605 Napoleon, Valparaiso, IN 46383
IOWA
Des Moines Chapter (515) 225-2569
Kathy Wagemann 1561 NW 102nd, Des Moines, lA 5032.2
Quad Cities Chapter (309) 762-5173
Judy Brooks 4531 11th Ave. C, Moline, IL 61265
KANSAS
Greater Kansas City Chapter (816) 444-0187
Alice Johnson 620 W. 70th St., Kansas City, MO 64113
KENTUCKY
Cincinnati Chapter (513) 791-8246
Jan Zinnecker 4730 Sycamore Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45236
LOUISIANA
Four Winds Chapter (318) 387-0895
Marilyn Koepke 307 Park Ave., Monroe, LA 71201
New Orleans Chapter (504) 488-1004
Lois Oster 6475 Fleur de Lis, New Orleans, LA 70124
MICHIGAN
Battle Creek Chapter (616) 965-8208
Bobbie Wilson 200 W. Hamilton Circle, Battle Creek, Ml 49015
Midland Chapter (517) 835-5269
Audrey Nuechterlein 4604 Bristol Court, Midland, Ml 48640
Mt. Clemens District Chapter (313) 293-2178
Lois Brenner 32176 Huber Lane, Fraser, Ml 48026
Traverse City Northwoods Chapter (616) 947-2912
Abbie Pieper 1527 Arnold Court, Traverse City, Ml 49684
MINNESOTA
land of Lakes Chapter (612) 545-8868
Kristen Hacmac 1346 Idaho Ave., S., # 201 , St. Louis Park, MN
55426
MISSOURI
Greater Kansas City Chapter (816) 444-0187
Alice Johnson 620 W. 70th St., Kansas City, MO 64113
River Queens Chapter (314) 863-0096
Beth Walden 8513 Everett, Richmond Heights. MO 63117
St. Louis Chapter (314) 965-5918
Betty Grimm 1610 Greening Lane, St. Louis, MO 63122
NEBRASKA
Omaha Chapter (402) 895-5666
Beata Madoerin 51 17 S. 126th Court, Omaha, NE 68137
NEW YORK
Hudson-Mohawk Chapter (518) 355-8679
Barbara Town Box 294 Currybush Rd., Schenectady, NY 12306
Nassau-Suffolk Chapter (516) 288-1472
Joan Derryberry P.O. Box 4, Westhampton, NY 11977
Rochester Chapter (716) 624-2503
Marlene Hampson 806 Boughton Hill Rd., Victor, NY 14564
OHIO
Cincinnati Chapter (513) 791-8246
Jan Zinnecker 4730 Sycamore Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45236
Columbus Capital Bells Chapter (614) 279-0553
Diana Schnack 1372 Sunflower Dr., Columbus, OH 43204
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Greater Dayton Chapter (513) 294-5962
Ruth Russler 754 Stanbridge Dr., Dayton, OH 45429
Medina Chapter (216) 225-6518
Marianne Halvorson 1075 N. Carpenter Rd., Brunswick, OH 44212
OREGON

$20
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$25

$5

$30

$10

Oregon Trail Chapter (503) 484-1935
Virginia Kamprath 2666 Tomahawk Place, Eugene, OR 97401
SOUTH CAROLINA

$15

$20

$5

South Caroli na Chapter (803) 288-9890
Kay Mellom 6 Wellesley Way, Greenville, SC 29615
TENNESSEE

$15

$25

$5

Middle Tennessee Chapter (615) 377-6153
Mary Anne Whited 5100 W. Concord Rd. , Brentwood, TN 37027
TEXAS

$20

$25

$5

Austin-Central Texas Chapter (512) 836-6483
Gretchen Sump 1103 Crown Ridge Path, Austin, T X 78753
Houston Chapter (713) 664-2337
Helen Otte 2337 Wordsworth, Houston , TX 77030
VIRGINIA

$15

$25

$5

$25

$35

$5

Northern Virginia Chapter (703) 451-8232
Dolores Neumann 6505 Terry Dr., Springfield, VA 22150
WASHINGTON

$20

$25

$5

Spokane Chapter (509) 466-6905
Chris Dudley N. 11511 Lancelot Dr., Spokane, WA 99218
Walla Walla Chapter (509) 525-5956
Linda Lohrmann 1815 Fern, Walla Walla, WA 99362
WISCONSIN

$18

$23

$5

$20

$25

$5

Appleton Chapter (414) 731-4406
Susan Steinbruecker 111 5 E. Glendale, Appleton, WI 54911
Covered Bridge Chapter (414) 377-1 395
Georgia Eernisse W60 N632 Jefferson Ave., Cedarburg, WI 53012
Merrill Chapter (715) 536-4477
Donna Wallace 1016 Elm St., Merrill, WI 54452
Milwaukee Suburban Chapter (414) 255-1865
Lillian Love N85 W 17361 Ann Ave., Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
Oshkosh Chapter (414) 235-6139
Tilda Johnson 1004 Grove St., Oshkosh, WI 54901
Sheboygan Chapter (414) 452-4300
Shirley Honold 1404 N. 5th St., Sheboygan, WI 53081
VENEZUELA
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$35
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Four Winds Chapter in Caracas, Venezuela
Gene Murphy c/o Jet Cargo International
P.O. Box 020010, Miami, FL 33102-0010
· Information not available
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$25 $25
Day trips from
cruise ships also
available

VACATION HOMES

The following vacation homes are available for rental to Guild members and
alumni, with the rental charge, or a portion of it, donated by the owner to the Guild
Project Fund. Additional information is available from the owners. Please direct all
inquiries to the contact persons listed.
Georgia

Lake Sydney Lanier (45 minutes NE of Atlanta): Cabin for up to 7; $175'week; golf,
tennis, boat rental nearby. CONTACT: Marty Mattes 165 Skyland Dr., Roswell, GA
30075 (404) 993·0266

Hawaii

Waianae, HI, leeward-Oahu Coast: Condominium for up to 6; $50/day single,
$60/day double, $5/day additional persons; located on the beach with pool and
kitchen. Available May to October only. CONTACT: Marilynn Bisquera 94·832
Penakii Way, Waipahu HI 96797 (808) 671·9300

HOW TO REQUEST A RESERVATION

1. Write or call the contact person listed in the Directory.
2.

Provide the contact person w1th the following information:
Name
Address
Telephone Number
Guild chapter In which you are a member or year(s) you attended Valpo
Desired dates of stay
Number of adults and children in party
Specific accommodations desired (# singles, doubles, etc.)
Special needs (e.g., traveling with pet, need ground transportation from airport, cannot climb stairs, prefer hostess home with no pets or no smoking, etc.)

3.

Make your request as early as possible, prior to desired dates of stay.

4.

You can expect to receive a "CONFIRMATION" or "NO VACANCY" notice in a timely manner.

Thank you for support1ng Valparaiso University through the Valparaiso University Guild's Bed
and Breakfast program.
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VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD NETWORK:
Guild Membership 1987-88
I have contacted this prospective Guild member:
Name ------------------------------------------------------------------------------Address

Phone (if known) _ _ I - - - - - - - - - - - - - Valpo Connection (if any) ----------------------------------------------------------------Date of contact ------------------------------Contact made by
- - mail _ _ phone _ _ other
(specify)
Follow-up needed ------------------------------------------------·-----------(specify)
Contacted by: Name
Address

Phone _ _ I ------------------------ Chapter ---------------------------------------Return this form to:
Membership Drive, VU Guild, Valparaiso IN 46383

THE CHURCH SINGS
A 1987 recording made by the Valparaiso University Concert Choir (Eldon Balko, director) may be obtained through the VU
Guild Office. Each order received earns credit for a Guild chapter, to be applied directly to the national Guild Project Fund.
Twelve well-known hymns are featured, such as A Mighty Fortress Is Our God-Guide Me, 0 Thou Great Redeemer-The
King Of Love My Shepherd Is-0 God, Our Help In Ages Past--0 Day Full Of Grace-For All The Saints. Both LP record
albums and cassette tapes are available on the Delta label, at $12.00 each including shipping.
Please send _ __

album(s) @ $12.00
cassette tape(s) @ $12.00

TOTAL

$

DATE - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - -

(Please make check payable to: VU Guild)

NAME
ADDRESS

MAIL TO:

SING, VU GUILD
Valparaiso University
Valparaiso, IN 46383

VU GUILD CHAPTER TO BE CREDITED:
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Winter
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R
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Northeastern states
Buffalo (NY)-Despite compe tition from
an FL football game, 900 Buffalo area
residents attended the two presentations
of the 32nd Annual C hristmas Candlelight
Vesper Service, co-sponsored by the VU
Guild and \lartin Luther Christian School
PTL. Organ, brass, and handbells joined
children and adu lt choirs, followed by a
Guild-hosted coffee hour.
Central New Jersey (NJ)-The summer
picnic for students and their families was
so e njoyable and successful that president
Esther ll ild ner has suggested the chapter
make it an annual event.
Northern Vit·ginia (VA)-The ann ual Advent Vespers this year we re held in memory of member Marge Zweig, who died in
November. Marge had been vesper chairman for many years. The chapter took
eleven prospective stude nts on a van trip
to VU in October, and also staffed a college night in the fall .
Rochester (NY)-The 23rd Advent-Christmas Choral Vespers this year ce lebrated
the 350th birth anniversary of Dietrich
Buxtehude, as the Guild-alumni choir and
instrumental musicians performed his
Cantata "Hejoice, Earth and Heaven." The
di rector was chapte r member and Area
Director Ann Louise Beese.

EAST BAY, CA-Early arrivals at a fall dinner meeting wer e (from left) president Alma Lane,
guest Dot Nuechtcrlein, Dorothy T r ibble, Betty Friedrich, Mildred Crabh·ec, Ruth Eggold, and
Cheri Kuefner.

Illinois
Kankakee Valley-Choirs from six congr e17ations participated in the early December
Hymns and Carols" service sponsored by
the Guild chapter. Past National President
Lynn Bahls directed the combi ned choirs
at the conclusion of the service.

SOUTH CENTRAL PENJ'I:SYLVANIA, PA-Members and guests enjoy
a meal and the opportunity to sha.·e Vnlpo memories and current plans.

1987-88

East Cenh·al Illinois- This chapter advertises the names of new VU students during the summe r so that everyone is aware
who they are (and which mothers might
be prospective mem he rs).
E lm- A gala 20th anniversary party highlights the chapte r calendar this winte r. As
fund raisers, members made special efforts
to "clear" the chapter's inventory of ~ agi c
Bows and also sold Christmas cards.
Mothers of new stude nts were invited
guests at a Pampered C hef party in October.

ELMORE, OH-Area Direelot· Betty Eckcnfels (center) and her husband arc guests nt a summer luncheon meeting.
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GREATER KANSAS CITY, KS-Cynthia and Susan Gar·dels, Inde pendence MO, tell Guild members and guests of the ir wonderful over·scas
study experie nces in England and Fr·nnce.

SEBEWAl G, MI-New officers installe d during a garden pa rty (from
le ft) vice president Joan llofmeister , preside nt Agatha Lange, and secre tar y Val Schu l t-~;.

C entral and Rocky Mountain states

W est Coast stales, Alaska , and 1/awaii

Kansas City (KS)-This year's Oktoberfest
featured an 00.\1PHA BA D fro m one of
the area churches, add ing to the German
flavor of bratw urst, sauerkraut, kuchen,
and beer. The chapter was also represented at a fall college night.
Minneapolis (M N)-President Jo ,Stratmoen invited me mbers to a .\Iother s Tea
for mothers of VU students and a Salad
Luncheon and Style Show in her chapte r
newsle tter, and concluded by saying: "I
am really looking forward to seeing all of
you again and_h~pc th_at you arc a~ l read y
for anothe r mvrgoratmg year wrth the
G uild!!!"
St. Paul (MN)-A fal l potluck gets th is
chapter off to a good start , as they plan
the year's program and e njoy one
another's company.

Pugct Sound (WA}-Chapter member Bev
Wick hostesscd a summe rtime luncheon
for two new Vl' students, a current
senior, a prospective student who had attended the College Horizons sum mer program on cam pus, and their mothers. The
senior brought photos and he r Beacon to
help the new students gain fam iliarity with
the campus.

CHICAGO SOUT II SUBURBAN , l lr-Retiring preside nt Linda Krauss displa ys the cake
made to celebra te the cha pter·'s 30th annivers:u·y.

NAPERVILLE, llr-An August "Taste of Valpo" picn ic brought out 15
new and r etuming VU students, plus Guild me mbe rs and o~he r guests;
the uppe rclassmen "or iented" the fr eshmen, a nd a great hmc was had
by all.
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San D iego (CA)-The Gift Basket idea is
flourishing here, with goodies and gourmet treats availabl<- in a varie ty of combinations for holidav~ (including Valenti ne's
Day and ~1other's Day) or special occasions (such as housewarmings, bridal
showe rs, new babies, birthdays).

FAlH-MED-OW-There a r·e many la ughs a nd pleasant memor ies when
frie nds ga ther at the table, such as chapter me mbers Ed na Ra ppe Oe ft),
Irma Crim m, president June Hudolf, Ida Bucn ww, Ir ma Hacmac, and
I rene Zielskc.

Winter

SAGINAW, MI-Currcnt students r·cprescnting the Saginaw chapter· include (front left) Kelly Reinert , Becky C9le, and Kirk Sattelmeier, and
(back) Chris Witto, Kristen Alexander, and Karl Zeile.

Wisconsin
Milwaukee Suburban- Person-to- Person
chairman Beck~ Lawton. was guest speaker
at a fall meetrng, talkm g about bemg a
C hristian wife and mother and stroke patient. The chapter sponsored a get-acquainted gathering for new VU students
shortly before they left for campus, then
made about 300 P-to-P calls for nex t vear's

elMs.
·
Racine-Along with hosting the State Un it
meeting in the spring, the chapter turned
its attention to student recruitment this
past year, incl uding the possibility of a
joint bus trip to VU with other chapters
along I-94.
Wausau-This is the year the chapter
celebrates its Fiftieth Anni versary, and
they plan to do it in style in the spring.

Michigan

Detroit- A feature of the luncheon meet-

ing last Jun e was a ''cleaned and polished
attic ite ms" auction , with Dorothy Lavher
serving as auction eer. A "Fall Fling". and
th e annual Christmas Tea were on the
current year's schedule. Kyle Clor was
chosen as the chapter's "Woman of the
Year."

l11diana and Kentucky
Fort Wayne (IN)-President Corde lia
II en line began he r chapter information
sheet asking fiu· volunteers for various
C uild committees with th is check-off item:
"l wish to give my spiritual support to the
Valpo Gu ild by including the University,
students, fac ulty, and Guild in my
prayers. " The chapter annual rummage
sale is known as Rid & Reap.

Seymour (IN)-This chapter plans ahead:
their hand book lists meeting dates and
hostesses for both 1988 and 1989. The
small but attractive booklet also includes a
Chapter Collect, along with th e list of
members and other information.

ELGIN, IL--Standing in Pat Sunderlage's kitchen a rc Corrine Bartel;,,
president Carole Hnndrock, Carole Holtz, D elores Nelson, and Carolyn
Girouard.
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ROCHESTER , MN-Prcside nt Virginia Baker, third f.-om top right, is
happy her· chapter· tumcd out nearly fu ll force for a visit from the
Executive Director.

Ohio
Medina-Convention 1988 will bring a
charter to this hrand-new chapter. Founder and pres ident Marianne l lalvorson is
enthusiastic about this group of women
because they have a good mixture of ages
and interests.

Southeastem states
Gold Coast (FL)-Five Southeast Florida
congregations whose me mberships include
members of the Gui ld ofllciallv observed
VU Sunday this year.
·
Orlando (FL)-A red, white, and blue folder served as the pro17ram for "Liberty: A
Musical Celebration,' presented on July
4th in St. Paul's Lutheran Church in the
Lutheran Towers build ing. Victor Freudenbe rg performed an organ concert, then accom panied the Service of Celebration. Refreshments and a fireworks display viewed
from th e 18th floor roof garden climaxed
the evening.

BIG VALLEY, CA-A r·evitaliu rtion meeting can be fun! This chapter
is unde r way once more with Mar·y Ann Parks (le rt), Mardcll Berner,
Susan Boyce, contact person Belle Cose, and Pat :\furray.
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FOURTH ANNUAL ELDERHOSTEL

MISSIONARY KIDS

THE C ASE OF THE LOST DATE

June 5- 11 and June 12-18 are the dates for
the 1988 Elderhostel prog ram fo r men and
women over age 60. Brochures are available
from Elderhostel, Valparaiso University,
Valparaiso IN 46383 .

Ever since it became a Lutheran-related institution, Valparaiso Un iversity has had a
steady stream of students who have li ved in
fore ign lands as the children of missionaries.
For the past few years Pastor Broekopp has
hosted an informa l organization that provides
fellowship for those of similar background
and experience.

Once upon a time, in a publishing company
in Northwest Indiana, a calendar devoted to
the interests of women belonging to a particular college-related organization was
printed. Unknown to anyone until it was too
late to correct the error, the last date of the
year, December 3 1st, had been mistakenly
omitted.

OFF TO SEE THE WORLD

Apparently the date felt lonely and aloneits brothers and sisters named December 130, and its neighbors 1-3 1 of other months,
rested comfortably on squares on walls and
desks in homes and offi ces all over the
country. But this 3 1 had nowhere to go.

This year's curriculum includes discussions
on modem medical problems (such as surrogate motherhood and the prolongation of
life ), Duneland history, and Whodunits in
the fi rst sessio n, and a study of St. Paul, the
music of worship, and nuclear e nergy in the
second period.
CAMPUS LOSSES
Four retired longtime faculty members died
during the summer months: Dr. Walter A.
Bauer, former Dean of Arts & Sciences as
well as head o f the Department of History;
Anita Manning, Home Economics; William
Neal , Department of Social Work and more
recently Coordinator of Special Programs
and adviser to minority students; and Janet
Sievers, College of Business Admi nistration
and former Aud itor o f the VU Guild's fisca l
accounts.
BUXTEHUDE FESTIVAL
The 350th anniversary of the birth of
Baroque master Dietrich Buxtehude was observed o n the VU campus last fall with lectures, concerts, classes, and a tour of organs
in the city of Valparaiso. G uest artist Prof.
William Porter of Boston was the featured
performer and speaker.
PLAY BALL
Attending classes only in the fall semester
now is righthander Tim Holmes, AMCU-8
Pitcher of th ~ Year last spring, who gave up
his senior year of eligibility to sign a contract with the Pittsburgh Pirates. His first
summer of professional ball was spent with
the C lass A team in Watertown NY.

1987 VU grad Dodie Blanchard' s first teaching job is a little out of the ordinary: she is
spending the year at the Henan College of
Education in Zhengzhau, Henan Province,
teaching a refresher course in English to
Chinese teachers.
Although she graduated in journalism and
does not have a teaching license . the lesson
plans were deve loped by the English Language Institute/China , a private organization
that works with the Chinese government to
sponsor the program. An interpreter assists
in the classroom.
Each teacher is asked to bring slides of his
or her home area, and Dodie chose to show
the Dunes and Chicago, as well as Valparaiso. "This is the chance of a lifetime," she
commented before leaving for an extensive
training session.
ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN
In the spring Bulletin a news item mentioned
softball
pitcher
Andrea
that
senior
· Wagonblast of Crown Point IN had been
named an NCAA Divi sion I Academ ic AllStar. Later in the s ummer the announcement
came that Andrea was one of five students
in the US to receive a post-graduate scholarship as a GTE Academic All-American .
Andrea is usi ng her award in pursuit of a
Ph. D. in cl inical psychology at the University of Missouri -Col umbia.

WORLD'S LARGEST BANANA SPLIT- Each spring Residential
Minister Esther Lutze organizes a special treat fo•· Guild-Memorial residents just befo•·e finals.
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Until the follow ing summer, when the company received an order for another calendar
for a group related to the same college. As
the final copy was prepared, December 3 1
hopped up onto the table . Alas! That December already had a 3 1! But then it noticed
an empty square in the section next door.
Aha! By changing names, it could find a
spot to rest in forever after.
And that is how it came to pass that the missing 3 1 from the VU Guild 1987 calendar,
month of December, e nded up on the V U
Alumni Association 1987-88 academic year
calendar, month of November- making it
the only calendar iu recorded history with a
November 3 1st. So now you know.
REFORMATION, MODERN STYLE
Faculty members arriving at the Chapel of
the Resurrection fo r a 7 a.m. Bible study on
Fri., Oct. 30, were surprised to see little yellow papers stuck to the g lass doors of the
main entrance. In anticipation of the Reformation service to be held later that morning,
someone had chalked on the sidewalk:
"What would Luther do in a disposable society? Post the 95 Post-its!" The little squares
were numbered from I to 95.

THE 95 POST-ITS-With Meditation Walk reflected in the background,
the Chape l doors are put to the same purpose used by Martin Luther.

Winter
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"I FOUND TillS STREET IN SAN FRANCISCO"-It may be only a block long, but this
street near the Fisherman's Wharf area bears
a nationally famous name!

MEMBERSHIP
(Continued from page 5)

Assisted by Judy Waetjen (Oregon
Trail OR chapter) and Diane Vollrath
(Wausau WI chapter), Carolyn and Jean
demonstrated making phone calls to potential members. "Gertie Guildie," who
was friendly, positive, knowledgeable,
and could answer questi ons about the
Guild and VU, was obviously the example to follow .
Whether prospects' names come from
within the chapter or are passed along
by the Guild office, it is essential to invite them "again and again and again."
Carolyn stated: "Personal contact is the
most effecti ve way to get someone to
join the Guild, as word-of-mouth is a
very powerfu l tool. Call or write a letter. Make sure they know who you are
and what the Guild is. Just don't take
' no' for one event to mean ' no' to joining the Guild. It may be a timing problem. And remember, if you want a
woman to join , you have to ask her."
Referring again to the spring presentation on marketing, Carolyn stressed
learning members' and prospects' needs
and devising creative ways of meeting
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VALPO COINCIDENCE
Last fall while visiting chapters in California, Guild Executive Director Dot Nuechterlein had a free day and decided to visit some
of the Napa Valley wi neries. It was a chilly
day, so she wore her Valparaiso Uni versity
sweatshirt.
The previous night she had been the guest of
East Bay president Dorothy Tribble, whose
daughter Laura Lazar had attended VlJ and
is now on the facu lty. Dorothy talked about
growing up in Florence, South Carolina. Her
sister remained in Florence and had a career
in real estate, and at one point she was responsible for nam ing streets in a new subdi vision. Since one of the streets was to be
the site of a church, the sister named it Valparaiso Street in honor of her niece's alma
mater.
Several people at the winery noticed Dot's
sweatshirt and spoke to her about Valp<>-a
young man had grown up there, a woman
had friends li ving in the city, another person
had heard of VU . Finally one young woman.
who had overheard one of these conversations, said: ''I'm so glad to know there actually is a place by that name. I always wondered about it , because I used to li ve on a
street named Valparaiso."
And where was that? "In Florence, South
Carolina."
them, along with providing opportumttes
for
enhancing
leadership
abilities and gaini ng valuable experience
in such skills as writing or public speaking.
Another strategy for interesting and
keeping new members has to do with
organization. Very busy people, which
is what most G uild women are, seem to
be attracted to groups that appear to be
professional. Some items of importance
include beginning meetings at the stated
time, having an agenda of business to
be covered, and using a variety of activities to appeal to our diverse membership . Not everyone is the same age or
has the same interests, and it is valuable
to provide somethi ng for everyone .
When volunteers are needed they should
be given a specific task and a specific
time frame , so they know what to expect. A handbook or yearbook is
another practical resource that enables
everyone to plan ahead.
Enthusiasm is a key ingredient. "Let
people know how un ique the Guild is,"
said Carolyn. "Don't just make that
phone call because you have to: make it
because you want to, because you want
to share with others the fellowship that
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CO:\IE AND SEE US-A sign at the back
parking lot entrance to Kret.t:mnnn Hall lets
everyone know where to find the new offices
of the VU Guild.

we all feel with each other. As one of
the candidates said , 'Once VaJpo and
the Guild gets in your blood , it's there
to stay. ' Share that enthusiasm and that
love with others , and they' ll be glad to
join your organization ."
At the end of the session, Jean and
Carolyn issued a challenging goal: to increase Guild membership nati onwide
with 300 new members by the end of
the fiscal year, June 30, 1988. (See
page 20 for a referral form that can be
used.) New Four Winds members are
also welcome. " If each member makes
a phone call or writes a letter, and then
follows up on that contact," said Jean,
"we have every expectation that the
Lord will continue to bless us and will
give us new workers to share our efforts."
Carolyn summed up the presentation
and concluded: "Acquiring new members is an on-going process that takes
considerab le time and effort. It might
not be easy, but the rewards are great.
We praise God for the work of the
Guild , and we want to share that with
others. The friendshi ps you make
th rough the Guild will last a lifetime."
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MINUTES
of the
56th ANNUAL CONVENTION
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD
Septennber 25-26, 1987
''THINK ABOUT ALL YOU CAN PRAISE GOD FOR
AND BE GLAD ABOUT."
PHILIPPIANS 4:8 (LIVING NEW TESTAMENT)

The 56th Annual Convention of the Valparaiso University
Guild was called to order by Phyllis Schuessler, President, at
10:07 a.m. on Friday, SeP.tember 25, 1987, in the Great Hall
of the Valparaiso University Union.
Dr. Frederick Niedner, Professor of Theology, opened the
Convention with worship based on the Convention theme,
Philippians 4:8. Accompaniment for the hymn was provided by
Margaret Zobel, a member of the St. Petersburg, FL, Guild
chapter.
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
The President welcomed all members in attendance at the
Convention, especially those attending their first national Guild
meeting. She then introduced the other members of the Board
of Directors of the VU Guild: 1st Vice President Marilyn
Krueger, 2nd Vice President Paula Sauer, Secretary Jean
Ehrman, Treasurer Carolyn Hanes and Executive Director Dot
Nuechterlein; and Lynn Bahls, Parliamentarian. Also introduced
were the members of the Guild Office staff: Esther Kruger,
Coordinator of Special Services, and Sharon Hersemann, Administrative Assistant; and Ruth Hanna, Managing Editor of the
Bulletin. The chair then introduced past national Guild Presidents Irma Schmalz, Bette Froehlich, Lynn Bahls, Beata
Madoerin, Janie Lichtfuss, Jackie Jungemann, and Ginny Amling. Also introduced were Ellen Schnabel, wife of the President
of Valparaiso University, and Sophia Heidbrink, past Executive
Secretary of the Guild.
Deanna Stritof, president of the Valparaiso Chapter, conveyed greetings to the assembly.
REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
Betsy Bird, reporting for the Credentials Committee, moved
that the roll of 202 registered members be the official roll of voting members of the Convention.
Motion carried.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON STANDING RULES
By direction of the Board of Directors, the Secretary moved
adoption of the Convention standing rules, as follows:
1. When addressing the chair, a member shall speak at a
microphone, giving name and chapter affiliation.
2. Motions and amendments from the floor shall be submitted in writing signed by the maker and the seconder, and presented to the Secretary.
3. Notices of announcements shall be submitted in writing
to the Executive Director.
Motion adopted.
ADOPTION OF CONVENTION PROGRAM
By direction of the Board of Directors, Marilyn Krueger, 1st
Vice President, moved adoption of the Convention program as
printed.
Motion adopted.
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INTRODUCTION OF CONVENTION COMMITTEES
The President introduced the members of Convention committees:
Minutes Approval Committee: Mary Burns-Union County, OH
Betty Clark-Detroit, Ml
Resolutions Committee:

Diana Curtis, Chair-New
Mexico, NM
Elizabeth DeMik-Northern
Virginia, VA
Madeline Hageman~uincy, IL

Convention Reporter:

Linda Pauling-Four Winds, CT

RECOGNITION OF NEW CHAPTERS
Margaret Zobel, Area IX Director, presented representatives
of two new Florida chapters: Eileen Bishop and Judy Fry of the
Gold Coast chapter, and Bernice Hill of the Gulf Coast chapter.
NEW CHAPTER RESOLUTION/PRESENTATION TO THE
NEW CHAPTERS
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the following
resolution:
WHEREAS, Due to the dedicated efforts of Guild representatives, Guild officers and Area Directors, two new chapters have
been organized in 1986-87; therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the Gold Coast and Gulf Coast chapters
of Florida be affirmed into membership in the Valparaiso University Guild; and be it further
RESOLVED, That the women of the Valparaiso University
Guild cordially welcome these two new chapters.
Following unanimous adoption of the resolution, Executive
Director Dot Nuechterlein presented charters and gavels to the
two newest Guild chapters.
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL PRESIDENT
The report to the Guild of President Phyllis Schuessler, entitled "Growing Up in the Guild," is printed 1n the Winter 1987-88
edition of the Bulletin.
REPORT OF THE MINUTES APPROVAL COMMITTEE
The Minutes of the 1986 Guild Convention were reviewed
and approved by Irma Schmalz-Minneapolis, MN, and Beata
Madoerin-Omaha, NE. The chair therefore declared the Minutes approved as printed in the Winter 1986-87 edition of the

Bulletin.

CORRESPONDENCE
The Secretary read notes of greetings and good wishes from
past national Presidents Sylvia Wismar and Ruth Russler, and
an announcement of the marriage of Kathleen A. Darakis and
Robert J. Hanson on September 19, 1987.

Winter

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL TREASURER
Following is the report of Carolyn Hanes, Treasurer, for fiscal
year 1986-87:
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TREASURER
July 1, 1986 - June 30, 1987
BEGINNING CASH POSITION AT July 1, 1986 $ 30,176.55
RECEIPTS
19,641.75
University Fund
116,059.88
Operating/Project Fund
3,369.00
Bed & Breakfast
3,332.35
Coffee & Prayer Fund
1,190.00·
Guild Special
1,153.00
Celebration Cards
12,400.00
Cookbook Fund
2,907.25
Calendar Fund
2,733.50
Interest Earned
162,786.73
Total Cash Receipts
192,963.28

Total Cash Available
DISBURSEMENTS
To Valparaiso University
Project Fund
Calendar Fund
University Fund
Celebration Cards
Cookbook Endowment
Guild Special-1986
Guild Special-1987
Subtotal
Travel-Administration
Chapter Presidents

Bulletin
Operating/Administrative Expenses
Stationery/Printing
Gifts/Memorials
Cookbook Vol. Ill Reprinting
Miscellaneous Expenses
Total Disbursements
Ending Cash Position at June 30, 1987

REPORT OF THE PARLIAMENTARIAN
Lynn Bahls, Parliamentarian, discussed the details and importance of the work to be done by the Nominating Committee.
APPOINTMENT OF TELLERS
The following were appointed and served as tellers for the
Convention:
Judy Wolff, Chair
Barbara Town
Lillian Kontak
Norma Kolb
Jan Zeile
Virginia Brondos
Jody Geerdes
Carole Handrock
Pat Young
ELECTION OF THE 1988 NOMINATING COMMITTEE
The chair announced that the offices of President, 1st Vice
President and 2nd Vice President are to be filled by election
at the 1988 Convention. The following women were nominated
to the Nominating Committee:
Jean Kretzmann-Geiseman Memorial, IL
Barbara Riethmeier-Rochester, NY
Ruth Hantelman-Omaha, NE
Cindy Russler-Appleton, WI
Sylvia Luekens-Harbor Lights, CA
Emily Christopher-san Diego, CA
Deanna Stritof-Valparaiso, IN
Janie Lichtfuss-Boulder, CO
The tellers distributed ballots and collected them when voting
had concluded. The ballots were sealed for counting during the
luncheon recess.

70,125.00
2,907.25
11,690.00
1,108.00
11,513.00
1,270.00
1,140.00

99,753.25

19,489.91
25,096.26
9,153.78
3,380.56
1,401.02
85.00
13,387.00
1,687.64
173,343.42

$ 19,528.86

The Treasurer emphasized that the Guild's remittance to the
University last year was nearly $1 OO,OOQ-of which $70,125
was appried to the Project Fund. This means that nearly
$100,000 in project funds is needed this year to meet the
Guild's two-year pledge to the University.
REPORT OF THE AUDITOR
The report of the auditor, Jerome V. Springman, Jr., C.P.A.,
was read by the Secretary.
The report was adopted.
PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1987-88
For the information of the assembly, the Treasurer reviewed
the proposed Guild budget guidelines for the period July 1,
1987-June 30, 1988:
Travel-Chapter Presidents
$ 30,000.00
Travel-Administration
20,000.00
Bulletin (2)
9,500.00
Operating/Administrative Expenses
3,500.00
Printing/Stationery*
4,550.00
Senior Women's Dinner
350.00
Gifts/Memorials
100.00
Miscellaneous
500.00
$ 68,500.00
*Includes anticipated expenses due to reprinting of B&B directory, sections of chapter Black Book, and chapter/membership
calendar.
Approved by Guild Board, April 1987.
REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Judy Michaels, Nominating Committee chair, introduced the
candidates.
For Secretary: Barbara Potter-Indianapolis, IN
Kay Schulz-Battle Creek, Ml
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For Treasurer: Joanne Gatz-Urbana, IL
Pat Sunderlage-Eigin, IL
Each candidate responded with prepared answers to questions
assigned in advance.

LUNCHEON RECESS
The luncheon prayer was offered by Jean Kretzmann of the
Geiseman Memorial, IL, chapter, representing all anniversary
chapters. The Convention recessed at 11 :55 a.m. and reconvened at 1:41 p.m.
INTRODUCTION OF GUILD SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
Mary Bolla, of the University Office of Admissions, introduced
the 1987 freshmen Guild scholars: Amy Gebauer---st. Paul,
MN; and Greg Haecker-Sheboygan, WI. Also introduced was
the first recipient of the Past National Officers Scholarship,
junior Thomas Kolb of Kingsville, MD.
GREETING FROM THE SENIOR GUILD SCHOLAR
Joel Jungemann, of Austin, TX, was recognized as the
Senior Guild Scholar. He offered his thanks to the Guild for its
support during his years at Valparaiso.
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The report of the Executive Director, Dot Nuechterlein, focused on advice from Geor~e Burns: "Don't worry." A summary
of the report of the Execut1ve Director is printed in the Winter

Bulletin.
REPORT OF THE TELLERS:
ELECTION OF NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Judy Wolff, Chair, read the report of the tellers.
Number of ballots cast:
Illegal ballot, containing five names:
Janie Lichtfuss
Deanna Stritof
Barbara Riethmeier
Sylvia Luekens
C1ndy Russler
Jean Kretzmann
Emily Christopher
Ruth Hantelman

198
1
146
126
124
121
116
99
36
20
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President Phyllis Schuessler declared the following women
elected: Janie Uchtfuss, Chairman; Deanna Stritof, Barbara
Rlethmeier and Sylvia Luekens. The immediate past national
President will serve as the fifth member of the Nominating
Committee.
UNIVERSITY TOPIC: "ENGINEERING: EDUCATION &
ETHICS"
Dr. Stuart Walesh, Dean of the College of Engineering,
began by requesting the Guild to encourage bright young
women to consider engineering as a career. Prior to 1975, he
indicated, only about 1% of engineering students and practicing
engineers were female; the number rose to 15% after 1975, but
has never increased beyond that level. In addition, he asked
the assistance of the Guild in acquainting prospective students
with the advantages of VU's strictly undergraduate focus on engineering. Dean Walesh was joined for the presentation by two
students: Lisa Preuss, a senior from Richland, Ml, with majors
in mechanical engineering and history; and David Kiel, a senior
from Chicago, IL, who will graduate in December with a degree
in civil engineering. Lisa presented a woman's point of view regarding the study and practice of engineering, while David detailed the benefits he has received through participation in the
cooperative education program in engineering.
REPORT OF THE BYLAWS COMMITTEE/
BYLAWS AMENDMENTS #1, 2 and 3
Sue Steinbruecker, Bylaws Committee Chair, reported on the
Guild's opportunity to grow three ways-up, out and deepthrough the Bylaws amendments to be considered during the
Convention. She moved adoption of amendments 1, 2 and 3,
pertaining to the duties of the Coordinator of Area Directors and
adding to them the coordination of State Units. The proposed
amendments are as follows, with the added sections in bold
type:
1. Article VIII, Section 2a, 3.
The First Vice President shall:
3. serve as Coordinator of Area Directors and State
Units according to Article XIII during the first year
of her term of office:
2. Anicle VIII, Section 2b, 2.
The Second Vice President shall:
2. serve as Coordinator of Area Directors and State
Units according to Article XIII during the second
year of her term of office;
3. Article XIII, Section 1.
Her [the Coordinator of Area Directors) duties shall be to:
6. communicate with and assist the State Unit
Presidents as called upon.
The amendments were adopted.
REPORT OF THE ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
Marlene Rakow, Activities Committee Chair, shared the excitement of working with 89 chapters and a multitude of silent
auction items for the Country Store Bazaar. She also read the
report of Mary Anne Whited, Activities Committee member, regarding the impending update of the Guild's Bed & Breakfast
Directory.
REPORT OF THE GUILD GOODIES COMMITTEE
Paula Sauer, 2nd Vice President, presented the Guild's new
"Hospitality Baskets," containing Guild Goodies items from
around the count'Y.. The baskets, a trial effort for the Guild,
offer a choice of Qlft selections which will be sent directly to a
recipient of the g1ver's choice.
REPORT OF THE CHAPTER CONSULTANT
Linda Lohrmann, Chapter Consultant, shared insights gained
from her recent survey of the six newest Guild chapters. She
found universal enthusiasm for the Guild and Valpo, along with
a recognition of the changing time commitments and needs of
volunteers. All six chapters agreed that fellowship among members is the most positive aspect of membership in the Guild.
VU PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH: REPORT OF THE GUILD ADVISORY COMMITTEE
In view of the imminent retirement of President Robert V.
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Schnabel, effective June 30, 1988, the Presidential Search
Committee of the University Board of Directors requested input
from a Guild Advisory Committee in the selection of Dr.
Schnabel's successor. Jackie Jungemann, Guild Advisory Committee Chair, detailed the work of the Committee in support of
the critical decision that will carry the University into a new century: she invited Convention-goers to attend an Open Forum in
the Mueller Hall Refectory at 8:30 Friday evening. Other members of the Guild Advisory Committee are Kathy Honold, Barbara Maas, Shirley Jud, Judy Waetjen, Karin Zeile, Phyllis
Schuessler, Marilyn Krueger and Paula Sauer.
REPORT OF THE GUILD RUN COMMITTEE
Janie Lichtfuss, Guild Run Committee Chair, offered final instructions for the Guild Run, to begin at 4:30 p.m. in front of
the Athletics-Recreation Center.
CLOSING PRAYER
"0 God, Our Help in Ages Past," an excerpt from the VU
Concert Choir recording, The Church Sings, served as the closing prayer.
The meeting was adjourned at 3:42 p.m.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1987
Phyllis Schuessler, President, called the Convention to order
at 9:38 a.m. The morning devotions were led by VU seniors
Patricia Lindemann, South Haven, Ml; Jane Houghtaling, Manchester, MO; and Julie Schmidt, LaPorte, IN-all members of
Sigma Alpha Iota Music Fraternity.
REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
Betsy Bird, reporting for the Credentials Committee, moved
that the revised roll of 231 members in attendance be the official roll of voting members of the Convention.
Motion carried.
MESSAGE FROM THE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
Dr. Robert V. Schnabel, as President of Valparaiso University, presented his final address to the Guild assembled in Convention. A summary of the remarks of President Schnabel are
printed in the Winter 1987-88 edition of the Bulletin.
RESOLUTION: RETIRING UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the following
resolution:
WHEREAS, Dr. Robert V. Schnabel is retiring as President
of Valparaiso University; and
WHEREAS, Over the past decade, Dr. Schnabel has provided outstanding leadership as President; and
WHEREAS, President Schnabel has created a special relationship with the Guild, offering his suggestions, support,
energy and prayers, encouraging the Guild's efforts throu9h
personal addresses at national Guild meetings and even 1n a
taped message when he couldn't deliver it personally; therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the members of the Valparaiso University
Guild give thanks to President Schnabel and praise God and
be glaa that the Lord inspired him to use his talents in dedicated service to Valparaiso University.
Resolution adopted.
PRESENTATION TO PRESIDENT SCHNABEL
On behalf of the entire Guild, President Phyllis Schuessler
presented Dr. Schnabel with a chiming clock, "as a symbol of
times spent in friendship with the Valparaiso University Guild."
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
The chair presented the slate of officers. Nominations were
closed and ballots were cast to elect the officers.
FINAL REPORT OF THE GUILD ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Jackie Jungemann, Chair, summarized input received from
Guild members during the Open Forum Friday evening. She indicated that the Committee's intent is to submit its final report
to the University Board of Directors by Homecoming Weekend
(October 3-4, 1987).
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MEMBERSHIP CRUSADE
Carolyn Hanes, Treasurer, and Jean Ehrman, Secretary, presented the 1987-88 Guild Membership Drive, focusing on the
dual themes, "Each One Reach One" and "Every Member Get
a Member," through a Guild members' network. The challenge
is to gain 300 new members for the Guild at large by the end
of the 1987-88 fiscal year. Each Guild member is asked to contact at least one prospective member, whether in her immediate
vicinity or across the country; with appropriate follow-up, it is
to be hoped that every member does, indeed, get a new
member for the Guild. The presentation included a "feedback
form" to be submitted to the Guild Office for each contact
made, so that the Board can gauge the progress of efforts
made in pursuit of the challenge.
Judy Waetjen-Oregon Trail OR, and Diane VollrathWausau WI, assisted with a portion of the presentation.
REPORT OF THE GUILD RUN COMMITTEE
Janie Lichtfuss, Chair, announced receiving a total of 67 entries for the Run. The oldest entrant was Guild member Irma
Riethmeier. Marcus Lohrmann, son of Linda, was the youngest
official entrant; he won in his class, males ages 7 and under.
Janie requested that all pledge money be submitted to her as
soon as possible.
REPORT OF THE VU SUNDAY CHAIRMAN
Norma May, VU Sunday Chair, encouraged Guild members
to "turn on the light for Valpo," through Valpo Sunday participation in church communities across the country. She also emphasized the importance of promoting VU throughout the
Guild's entire range of influence.
BYLAWS AMENDMENTS #4 and 5
Barbara Potter, reporting for the Bylaws Committee, moved
adoption of amendments 4 and 5, renaming the VU Sunday
Chairman and expanding her duties to include community relations. The proposed amendments are as follows, with the
amended/added sections In bold ty_pe:
4. Article XI, Section 1, i. The Community Relations
Chairman shall have the status of a Standing Committee
Chairman. She shall assist the Valparaiso University Di·
rector of Church Relations by encouraging the Guild
chapters to promote VU Sunday. She shall develop and
coordinate activities that promote the Guild and Val·
paralso University to Its various constituent communities. The purpose of these activities will be to
strengthen the ties between the Guild, VU, Lutheran
churches, and others Interested In Christian higher
education.
5. Article XI, Section 1. Standing Committees.-There shall
be the following Standing Committees: Activities, Bylaws,
Calendar, Community Relations, Cookbook, Historian,
Membership, Parliamentarian, Person-to-Person, and
such other committees as are deemed necessary to promote the program of the Guild.
The amendments were adopted.
REPORT OF THE COOKBOOK COMMITTEE
Judy Schumacher, Cookbook Marketing Chair, stressed the
importance of selling more cookbooks in support of the Guild
Scholarship Fund. She mentioned marketing through both
"word-of-mouth" and the "taste-in-the-mouth" methods.
Lois Hoeppner, Cookbook Sales Chair, recognized the chapters which did an outstanding job of both selling and paying for
cookbooks this past year. The winners are:
Small chapters (1-24 members): Wausau, WI.
Mid-size chapters (25-49 members): Cincinnati, OH.
Large chapters (50 plus members): Mishawaka-South Bend, IN.
REPORT OF THE PERSON-TO-PERSON CHAIRMAN
Shirley Jud, Person-to-Person Chair, encouraged continued
efforts by Guild chapters to maintain and increase the outstanding student body of Valparaiso University. Since Person-to-Person prospect cards now represent a much more select student
group than was true in the past, Shirley encouraged chapters
to return more than the 53.1% of cards which were returned
by chapters last year.
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LUNCHEON RECESS
Following the noon prayer, offered by Katherine Hallerberg
of the Valparaiso IN chapter, the meeting was recessed at
11 :55 a.m. for Area Lunches; the meeting resumed at 2:08 p.m.
FINAL REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
Betty Tanck, reporting for the Credentials Committee, moved
that the final roll of 234 members in attendance be the official
roll of voting members of the Convention.
Motion carried.
REPORT OF THE TELLERS: ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Judy Wolff, Chair, presented the report of the tellers:
For Secretary:
Number of votes cast
215
108
Necessary for election
Kay Schulz
119
Barbara Potter
96
For Treasurer: Number of votes cast
215
Necessary for election
108
Joanne Gatz
119
Pat Sunderlage
96
The chair declared the following elected: for Secretary, Kay
Schulz; for Treasurer, Joanne Gatz.
UNIVERSITY TOPIC: LEARNING FASHION TECHNIQUES IN
THE BIG APPLE
Professor Nancy Lakin, Department of Home Economics,
was assisted by senior fashion merchandising students Sandy
Fette, Beecher, IL, and Meredith Morgan, Glen Ellyn, IL. Sandy
noted that a fashion merchandising degree includes a minor in
business; she also offered information about careers in fashion,
including a list of positions currently held by recent VU fashion
merchandising graduates. Meredith detailed highlights of fashion merchandising students' recent Spring Break trip to New
York City, particularly the behind-the-scenes tours of
Bloomingdale's and Macy's. Professor Lakin concluded the presentation with slides of sophisticated, glamorous and sometimes silly fashions and techniques of display.
REPORT OF THE CALENDAR CHAIRMAN
Paula Strietelmeier, Calendar Chair, showcased the 1988
Guild Calendar and its unique feature, a portrait of President
and Mrs. Schnabel commissioned especially by the Guild. She
reported that 3,000 copies of the 1988 Calendar have been
pnnted. The report also offered background regarding establishment of a Calendar Reserve Fund.
RESOLUTION: CALENDAR RESERVE FUND
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the following
resolution:
WHEREAS, It is necessary to provide for the pre-sale expenses relating to production of the Guild Calendar; therefore,
be it
RESOLVED, That a Calendar Reserve Fund of $2,500 be
established by allocating $500 each year from the profits of the
1987 through 1991 Valparaiso University Guild Calendars.
The resolution was adopted.
CALENDAR RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the allocation
of 1987 Guild Calendar profits; the resolution contained a
blank.
The chair called on 1st Vice President Marilyn Krueger to
present the Calendar Fund proposals.
1. Admissions VCR
2. Equipment: a) Teacher Placement
b) Counseling Center
3. Student Research Endowment
The assembly cast preferential ballots to fill the blank.
REPORT OF THE ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE: SILENT
AUCTION
Marlene Rakow, Activities Chair, recognized the winning bidders in the Bazaar's Silent Auction.
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REPORT OF THE MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN
Kathy Parsons, Membership Chair, revealed that reaching
out for the Guild this year will result in touching prospective
members in Arkansas-on a state-wide level-and the
Greensboro, NC area. She also presented the slide show assembled for the Senior Women's Dinner last spring. In closing,
Kathy emphasized that the real draw for members is what they
experience after they send in their dues.
REPORT OF THE COORDINATOR OF AREA DIRECTORS
As Marilyn Krueger, 1st Vice President, prepared to turn over
the CAD position to 2nd Vice President Paula Sauer, she took
the opportunity to introduce the very special women who serve
as Area Directors. Outgoing Area Directors are Martha
Schmidt, Area V (Wisconsin); Gretchen Sump, Area Ill (Middle
West); Carole Bildstein, Area I (Northeast); and Lois Bohde,
Area VII (Indiana-Kentucky). The continuing Area Directors include Linda Krauss, Area II (Illinois); Sylvia Luekens, Area IV
(West Coast); Paula vonKampen, Area VI (Michigan); Betty Eckenfels, Area VIII (Ohio); and Margaret Zobel, Area IX (South).
The women just beginning terms as Area Directors are Ann
Louise Beese, Area I; Jody Geerdes, Area Ill; Marilyn
Holmquist, Area V; and Ruth Lewis, Area VII. The thanks of the
entire Guild were extended to these women.
REPORT OF THE COORDINATOR OF STATE UNITS
Paula Sauer, 2nd Vice President, detailed the decision of the
Indiana State Unit women to dissolve the State Unit; she reported that the Indiana State Unit was released as of April 25,
1987.
Paula recognized the representatives of the remaining State
Units: Paula vonKampen, Michigan State Unit Vice President;
and Pamela Nickel, Wisconsin State Unit President.
RESOLUTION: INDIANA STATE UNIT
By direction of the Board, the 2nd Vice President moved
adoption of the following resolution:
WHEREAS, The Indiana State Unit has served the Valparaiso University Guild faithfully for 41 years and furthered the
work of this University throughout the area; and
WHEREAS, It became difficult to continue these services on
a state-wide level; and
WHEREAS, The Indiana State Unit of the Valparaiso University Guild was disbanded April 25, 1987; therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the Guild members affected by the dissolution of the Indiana State Unit be commended for their years
of loving service; and, oe it further
RESOLVED, That the talents of the Indiana and Kentucky
women and their on-going service to their chapters, to the national Guild, and to Valparaiso University be directed according
to God's overall plan and under His constant care.
The resolution was adopted.
REPORT OF THE TELLERS: CALENDAR FUND
Judy Wolff, Chair, reported for the tellers:
Distribution #1 : Number of votes cast
203
Necessary for election
102
. Results:
Equipment:
143
a. Teacher Placement
b. Counseling Center
Admissions VCR
43
Student Research Endowment
17
The chair stated the resolution:
WHEREAS, The Valparaiso University Guild has realized a
profit of $1 ,472.31 from the sales of the 1987 Guild Calendars;
therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That $1,472.31 from the sales of the 1987 Guild
Calendars be allocated to equipment for Teacher Placement
and the Counseling Center.
Resolution adopted.
REPORT OF THE HISTORIAN
Ginny Amling, Historian, traced the evolution of the Guild Office from its beginnings to what it will soon be-a computerized,
brand-new suite in the new wing of Kretzmann Hall.
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BYLAWS AMENDMENTS #6 and 7
Jennifer Weber, reporting for the Bylaws Committee, moved
adoption of amendments 6 and 7, pertaining to the history of
the Guild and the duties of the Historian. The proposed amendments are as follows, with the added sections in bold type:
6. Article IX, Section 2.
The Board of Directors shall:
e. on behalf of the Guild, approve the official
history of the Guild as recorded by the Historian.
7. Article XI, Section 1, e. The history shall be submitted
to the Board of Directors for Its apr.roval prior to the
meetings of the Executive Councl •
The amendments were adopted.
RESOLUTION: GUILD HISTORY
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the following
resolution:
WHEREAS, Approval of Guild history last occurred with the
publication of the 50-year history, which concluded in 1981;
therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the Board of Directors of the Valparaiso
University Guild approve the history of the Guild for the period
immediately following the 50th Anniversary Convention in 1981
through the Convention of 1986.
The resolution was adopted.
RETIRING OFFICERS RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the following
resolution:
WHEREAS, Jean Erhman has faithfully, diligently and precisely served the Valparaiso University Guild as Secretary during her term; and
WHEREAS, Carolyn Hanes has faithfully, diligently and accurately served as Treasurer for the Valparaiso University
Guild; therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That all members of the Valparaiso University
Guild give thanks and praise to God who inspired Jean Erhman
as Secretary and Carolyn Hanes as Treasurer to use their talents as effective members of the Board of Directors and in dedicated service as officers of the Guild.
The resolution was adopted.
PRESENTATION TO RETIRING OFFICERS
On behalf of the entire Guild, Executive Director Dot
Nuechterlein presented Guild medallions to Carolyn and Jean
in recognition of their service to the Valparaiso University Guild.
CONVENTION RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the following
resolution:
WHEREAS, The 1987 Convention of the Valparaiso University Guild has followed the theme, "Think about all you can
praise God for and be glad about"; and
WHEREAS, The planning and implementation of the convention have provided a worthwhile, stimulating and enjoyable
weekend for the members in attendance; therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That sincere thanks be extended to all who
contributed in any way to the success of the 1987 Convention
of the Valparaiso University Guild.
The resolution was adopted.
CLOSING PRAYER
Following a litany prayer led by Jean Ehrman of the Decatur
Circuit IN chapter, the 56th annual Convention of the Valparaiso University Guild was adjourned at 3:58 p.m.
Jean Ehrman
Secretary
Approved by the Minutes Approval Committee:
Mary Burns-Union County, OH chapter
Betty Clark-Detroit, Ml chapter
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CHAPTER CONTRIBUTIONS
Alabama, AL (9) ..............................................
Ann Arbor, MI (29) ·········································
Appleton, WI (39) ...........................................
Atlanta, GA (14) ..............................................
Aurora, IL (-) .................................................
Austin-Central Texas, TX (17) ............................
Baltimore, MD (62) ..........................................
Battle Creek, MI (28) ······································
Bay State, MA (16) ..........................................
Beloit, WI (-) .................................................
Berrien County, MI (27) ...................................
Big Valley, CA (-) ...........................................
Boulder, co (8) ··············································
+Brandywine, DE(-) ..........................................
Buffalo, NY (I8) ..............................................
Central Coast, CA (IO) .....................................
Central Michigan, MI (7) ..................................
Central New Jersey, NJ {30) ····························
+Central New York, NY (8) ································
+Channel Islands, CA {6) ···································
Cheechako, AK (2) ...........................................
+Chicago, IL (-) ...............................................
Chicago N'west Sub., IL (53) .............................
Chicago South Sub., IL (27) .............................
Chicago West Sub., IL (3I) ······························
Cincinnati, OH {38) ·········································
Cleveland, OH (27) .........................................
Cleveland South, OH (-) ..................................
Clintonville, WI (I3) ........................................
Columbus Capital BelJs, OH (9) .........................
Columbus, IN(-) ............................................
Covered Bridge, WI (6) ....................................
Crystal Lake Area, IL (9)
·································
Decatur Circuit, IN (21) ...................................
De.Kalb County, IL (-) .....................................
D~nver,

co (I9) ·············································
Des Moines, lA (28) ..........................................
Detroit, Ml (93) ..............................................
Detroit Sub. W., MI (14) .................................
Detroit West, MI (25) ......................................
Diablo Valley, CA (10) .....................................
Dundee, IL (IS) ..............................................
DuPage, IL (14) ..............................................
East Bay, CA (I6) ···········································
East Central IlJinois, IL (9) ...............................
Elgin, IL (I2) ·················································
Elm, IL (34) ...................................................
Elmore, OH (II) .............................................
Evansville, IN (I9) ..........................................
Fair-Med-Ow, MN (-) ......................................
Fort Wayne, IN (86) ........................................
Four Winds (38) ..............................................
Geiseman Memorial, IL (35) .............................
Glenbrook, IL (24)
··········································
* Gold Coast, FL (11) ········································
+Grand Rapids, MI (-)
······································
Greater Dallas, TX (-) ......................................
Greater Dayton, OH (9) ...................................
Greater Flint, MI (IS) ......................................
Greater Kansas City, KS (46) ............................
Greater Peoria, IL (1I) .....................................
Greater Pittsburgh, PA (-)
································
* Gulf Coast, FL (-) ..........................................
Hammond, IN (14) ..........................................
Harbor Lights, CA (9) ......................................
Hawaii, HI (5) ················································
Houston, TX (9) ..............................................
Hudson-Mohawk, NY (5) ··································
Indianapolis, IN (48) .........................................
Jackson, MI (II) ..............................................
Jacksonville Area, IL (-) ···································
+Kalamazoo, Ml (-) ...........................................
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Living

Total

University
Fund

Project
Fund

Guild
Special

$ 563.00
342.50
2,096.00
1,044.50

$ 63.00
203.00
273.00
98.00

$ 350.00
I29.50
1,743.00
936.50

$ 10.00
IO.OO
10.00
10.00

1,329.00
I,426.00
1,097.00
122.00
325.00
1,726.08

119.00
4I6.00
I87.00
112.00

I,200.00
1,000.00
900.00

10.00
10.00
IO.OO
10.00

40.00
20.00
10.00

189.00

325.00
1,527.08

IO.OO

IO.OO

2,185.40
615.81
366.75
I,305.00
382.38
363.50
350.00

I26.00
67.00
49.00
I95.00
56.00
42.00
I4.00

2,049.40
538.8I
307.75
I,100.00
296.38
311.50
336.00

IO.OO
10.00
IO.OO
IO.OO
IO.OO
IO.OO

80.00

2,728.50
1,232.00
887.25
903.00
1,589.25

371.00
222.00
2I7.00
251.00
I81.00

2,322.50
1,000.00
660.25
642.00
1,338.25

10.00
IO.OO
IO.OO
10.00

674.00
379.00

64.00
63.00

600.00
306.00

IO.OO
IO.OO

232.00
298.00
661.00

42.00
63.00
141.00

I90.00
225.00
510.00

I,415.25
I,067.00
5,903.50
650.50
761.00
3I3.25
717.50
681.00
1,I22.00
451.50
657.25
I,448.00
3I9.00
493.00
488.I4
2,945.59
701.50
1,655.00
3,278.00
77.00

133.00
196.00
633.00
98.00
I51.00
70.00
84.00
98.00
112.00
63.00
84.00
238.00
59.00
I33.00
602.00
200.00
245.00
I68.00
77.00

1,272.25
861.00
5,260.50
542.50
600.00
233.25
623.50
573.00
I,OOO.OO
378.50
563.25
1,200.00
250.00
350.00
478.I4
2,333.59
501.50
1,400.00
3,IOO.OO

190.58
438.50
115.00
I,479.00
87.00

63.00
I05.00
3I6.00
77.00

776.IO
566.00
3,010.00
390.5I
95.00
1,896.00
487.00

71.00
63.00
35.00
63.00
35.00
336.00
77.00

493.90

150.58
235.50
I,153.00

695.10
493.00
2,965.00
317.5I
50.00
1,550.00
400.00

B&B

Books

$I40.00
70.00

50.00
30.00

IO.OO
20.00

35.00

15.00
50.00
35.00
60.00

60.00

75.00
10.00
IO.OO
IO.OO

50.00

10.00
10.00
IO.OO
10.00
IO.OO
10.00
10.00
IO.OO
IO.OO
IO.OO
IO.OO
10.00
IO.OO
IO.OO
IO.OO
IO.OO

360.00
195.00
25.00
IO.OO

I5.00
25.00
30.00
315.00
55.00
75.00
20.00

10.00
IO.OO

IO.OO
10.00
IO.OO
IO.OO
10.00
IO.OO
IO.OO
10.00
IO.OO
10.00
10.00

40.00
I30.00

20.00
50.00
37.50

20.00
270.00
55.00

493.90
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Kankakee Valley, IL (11) ................................. .
Kentuckiana, KY (17) ...................................... .
Land of Lakes, MN (11) .................................. .
Lincoln, NE (9) ............................................. .
Lorain County, OH (14) .................................. .
Lumen, IL (-) ............................................... .
Madison, WI (14) ........................................... .
Mason County, MI (11) ................................... .
Maumee Valley, OH (18) ................................. .
Merrill, WI (22) ............................................. .
Michigan City, IN (11) .................................... .
Middle Tennessee, TN (4) ............................... .
Midland, MI (30) ........................................... .
Milwaukee Afternoon, WI (35) .......................... .
Milwaukee Golden Gems, WI (8) ...................... .
Milwaukee Sub., WI (57) ................................. .
Minneapolis, MN (40) ..................................... .
Mishawaka-South Bend, IN (47) ........................ .
Mississinewa, IN (7) ........................................ .
Mt. Clemens District, MI (23) .......................... .
Naperville, IL (11) .......................................... .
Nassau-Suffolk, NY (42) ................................... .
Near North Chicago, IL (1) .............................. .
Neenah-Menasha, WI (13) ............................... .
New Mexico, NM (9) ...................................... .
New Orleans, LA (15) ..................................... .
Niagara Falls, NY (23) ..................................... .
North East, PA (17) ........................................ .
North Front Range, CO (6) .............................. .
+Northern Lights, MI (-) ................................. ..
Northern New Jersey, NJ (-) ........................... ..
Northern Virginia, VA (28) ............................... .
+Oakland County, MI (-) ................................. ..
Oklahoma Pioneer, OK(-) ............................... .
Omaha, NE (22) ............................................. .
Orange County, CA (36) .................................. .
Oregon Trail, OR (7) ...................................... .
Orlando, FL (17) ............................................ .
Oshkosh, WI (9) ............................................. .
Palm Beach, FL (-) ........................................ .
Park Ridge, IL (28) ........................................ .
Pikes Peak, CO (5) ......................................... .
+Plymouth, WI (-) ........................................... .
Port Huron District, MI (-) ............................. .
Puget Sound, WA (18) ................................... ..
Quad City Area, lA (41) ................................. ..
Quincy, IL {19) .............................................. .
Racine, WI (9) ............................................... .
River Queens, MO (12) ................................... .
Rochester, MI (23) ......................................... .
Rochester, MN (17) ........................................ .
Rochester, NY (42) ......................................... .
Rockford, IL (-) ............................................. .
Saginaw, MI (100) .......................................... .
St. Louis, MO (64) ......................................... .
St. Paul, MN (29) .......................................... .
St. Petersburg, FL (49) .................................. ..
San Diego, CA (18) ........................................ .
San Fernando Valley, CA (10) .......................... .
San Francisco-Bay Shore, CA (8) ...................... .
San Gabriel Valley, CA (10) ............................. .
Santa Clara Valley, CA (11) .............................. .
Schaumburg, IL (-) ........................................ .
Sebewaing, MI (16) ........................................ .
Seymour, IN (17) ........................................... .
Shawano, WI (20) ........................................... .
Sheboygan, WI (36) ........................................ .
Southeastern Ind., IN (12) ............................... .
South Carolina, SC (3) .................................... .
S.Central Pennsylvania, PA {9) ......................... .
South Lake County, IN (12) ............................. .
South towns of Erie Co., NY {9) ........................ .
Spokane, W A (9) ............................................ .
Sun City, AZ (48) .......................................... ..
Tampa, FL (-) ............................................... .
+Tidewater, VA (-) ........................................... .
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Total

Uui\'l:rsity
Fund

1,206.50
767.00
787.00
161.00
456.51

J>rujL'I:t
I-'unci

Guild
S!li.'C.'Iul

77.00
101.00
77.00
63.00
77.00

1,119.50
656.00
700.00
88.00
369.51

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

1,933.00
207.00
592.36
1,040.00
532.00
38.00
1,334.25
562.00
166.00
3,955.00
372.50
1,409.00
182.00
1,872.00
529.00
2,514.50
17.00
460.00
73.00
1,019.09
687.50
547.75
115.75
123.14
500.00
1,443.25

98.00
77.00
133.00
130.00
77.00
28.00
210.00
152.00
56.00
399.00
280.00
294.00
42.00
149.00
119.00
315.00
7.00
75.00
63.00
133.00
161.00
119.00
7.00

1,800.00
120.00
449.36
900.00
445.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

1,658.00
3,343.00
94.00
1,089.00
473.00

154.00
243.00
49.00
119.00
63.00

1,454.00
3,000.00
960.00
400.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

1,206.75
550.60

196.00
77.00

1,000.75
463.60

10.00
10.00

1,636.00
1,491.00
640.00
480.00
322.50
1,596.00
429.00
1,844.00

126.00
281.00
133.00
63.00
84.00
161.00
119.00
294.00

1,130.00
1,200.00
497.00
257.00
228.50
1,425.00
300.00
1,500.00

10.00
10.00
10.00

5,425.75
2,814.00
1,222.25
2,553.00
1,192.00
345.50
1,328.50
134.00
1,072.00

935.75
448.00
203.00
343.00
126.00
70.00
56.00
63.00
77.00

4,480.00
2,256.00
1,009.25
2,050.00
631.00
265.50
1,262.50
61.00
800.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

690.00
329.00
750.00
2,130.75
424.78
31.00
523.25
482.00
782.10
526.75
1,054.05

80.00
119.00
140.00
371.00
63.00
21.00
63.00
84.00
63.00
63.00
318.00

600.00
200.00
600.00
1,749.75
351.78

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

196.00

1,124.25
400.00
100.00
3,546.00
82.50
1,105.00
130.00
1,713.00
400.00
2,189.50
375.00
876.09
516.50
418.75
98.75
123.14
500.00
1,247.25

U\·ing

n&n

IJuuks

45.00

25.00
5.00

30.00
45.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

170.00
140.00
10.00
50.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
20.00

20.00
25.00

450.25
388.00
709.10
453.75
726.05

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

40.00
90.00
35.00
50.00
20.00

370.00
160.00

75.00
5.00
30.00

40.00

120.00

100.00
150.00
425.00

90.00
210.00
125.00
30.00
50.00

185.00
35.00
65.00
10.00
35.00

20.00

Winter

Total

University
Fund

Traverse City-Northwoods, MI (24) ................... .
Union County, OH (-) .................................... .
Valparaiso, IN (131} ........................................ .
Walla Walla, W A (8) ....................................... .
Washington, DC (28) ..................................... ..
Wausau, WI (20) ............................................ .
Western Reserve, OH (-) ................................ .
Winter Haven, FL (21) ................................... .

444.00
238.25
4,801.00
216.00
306.00
515.50

842.00
56.00
196.00
140.00

657.00

147.00

Individuals .................................................... .

9,445.66

TOTAL (2,840)

143,283.53

168.00

Project
Fund

266.00
238.25
2,795.00
150.00

Guild
Spt.'Cial

Uvlng

B&B

Books

1,154.00

40.00
350.00

100.00

15.00

10.00

365.50

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

500.00

10.00

25.00
337.50

9,445.66
19,641.75

119,082.78

1,190.00

3,369.00

4,460.00

Notes:
* Chapter organized in 1986-87

+ Chapter asked to be released

**Contribution to be matched in the amount of $1,300.00
"Individuals" category includes contributions from Guild Run, 1986
Membership totals are indicated in parentheses following chapter name. These figures represent actual dues-paying members during
the fiscal year.
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CELEBRATION
CARDS
To everything there is a season . . . celebrate with joy the

To every thing
there is a season,
and a time to every purpose
under the heaven.

PAULINE AMLING
HENRY E. BECKMAN
MILDRED B. BECKMAN
MINNA BERNER
MR. AND MRS. C. EDWARD BLUM
HILDA BOBB
CAROLINE ENGEL
CONSTANCE FELTEN
DENISE AND JACK FIX
MR. AND MRS. MARTIN GARBE
DR. LLOYD GOETZ
SOPHIA HEIDBRINK
PAULA AND ELMER HILGENDORF
BERNICE AND ELMER HOLST
IRENE AND CHARLES KAISER
MR. AND MRS. EDWIN KOENEMAN
JEFFREY PAUL KOENEMAN
ELEANOR AND DICK KOENIG
MYRTA KRAMER
FRED KRUGER

\

1987-88

special occasions of relatives or friends by sending CelebratiOn Cards in their honor. The joy of weddings, anniversaries, confirmations, birthdays, recovery from illness and
other special times is shared through gifts to the Guild.
Celebration Cards are available from chapter presidents.
Gifts from the Cards provide devotional materials, Christian
songbooks, and other worship aids for the residential and
chapel ministry at Valparaiso University.
As of December 31 , 1987, gifts in honor of the following
persons totaled $758.00.

DR. AND MRS. F.J. LOOMIS
SUE AND JOEL MINSTER
CAREY MORRISSON
KATHLEEN MULLEN
PAM AND DIETER NICKEL
RUTH RESSMEYER NUTZEL
DORIS AND KENNETH O'BRIEN
MR. AND MRS. JOE REEK
WILL REIMER
WILLIAM T. ROE
AND THE LATE BERTHA ROE
CHRISTINE RUMMEL
TED SCHNEIDER
KAY SCHULZ
MR. AND MRS. TONY SPELDE AND FAMILY
RUTH STEGMAN
PASTOR AND MRS. WALTER STUENKEL
DR. AND MRS. EDGAR WALZ
MARIAN AND CHARLES YUNGHANS
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odies

VU NAPKINS

ASPEN LEAF JEWELRY

VU CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT

Plush white 13" luncheon napkins imprinted
with University gold seal. PRICE: $2 for pack
of 16 napkins, shipping included. CONTACT:
Martha Hessler, 24396 Deepwoods Way,
North Olmsted OH 44070; 216n77-9275.
(Cleveland chapter)

Actual Aspen leaves in "Forever Gold" with
chain. Specify lacy or solid leaf when ordering.
Boxed with Aspen leaf description. PRICE: $8
each plus $1 shipping. CONTACT: Janie
Lichtfuss, 3180 Lane Ct., Boulder CO 80303;
303/499-3429 or 303/492-5584. (Boulder
chapter)

The 14th in series of Christmas ornaments imported from Austria, 1988 design features
Kretzmann Hall and President O.P. Kretzmann
profile. In two-tone brown and beige satin
finish, with University seal and date on reverse. (Ornaments from previous years available at reduced prices of $1 - $3 each.)
PRICE: $6 plus shipping: 1-2 ornaments for
$3; 3-6 for $3.50; 7-12 for $4. CONTACT:
Mary Ellen Simon, 2 Mueller Ct., Frankenmuth
Ml 48734; 517/652-2426. (Saginaw chapter)

VU GUILD GLASS BELL
Westmoreland lead glass crystal bell with faceted amber clapper. Bell is 4%" tall, 13f4" in
diameter, with frosted "VU Guild" etched on
one side. PRICE: $1 0 plus $2 shipping. CONTACT: Wilma L. Behnke, 19409 Edinburgh
Dr., South Bend IN 46614; 219/291-7153.
(Mishawaka-South Bend chapter)

VU NEEDLEPOINT KIT
Hand-painted canvas plus yarn; can be
framed or made into pillow; VU Crusader (1 0"
x 10"). PRICE: $20 per kit plus shipping; $2
for first kit and $1 for each additional. CONTACT: Eleanor Mohr, 3032 White Pine Dr.,
Northbrook IL 60062; 3121564-4484. (Glenbrook chapter)

VU NOTEPAPER
Duo-fold classic vellum stock, 4% x 51f2,
matching envelopes, gold with brown VU logo
& explanation of symbolism on back. PRICE:
$2.50 per pkg. of 10, shipping included. CONTACT: Ginny Young, 350 Mellow Lane,
LaCanada Flintridge CA 91011; 818n90-6918.
(San Gabriel Valley chapter)

VU GUILD CAR DECAL
A 3" round brown & gold car decal with VU
symbol. PRICE: 3 for $1 plus $.25 shipping.
Also available in 3" button form. PRICE:
$1.25, shipping included. Bulk orders welcome. CONTACT: Jackie Jungemann, 3507
Quiette Dr., Austin TX 78754; 5121926-9358.
(Austin-Central Texas chapter)

ASPEN WOOD CANDLEHOLDER

CHAPEL NOTES

Made of Colorado Aspen wood; unique grain
& color; approx. 7" tall; reversible to hold different size candles. PRICE: $10 each plus $1
shipping. CONTACT: Janie Llchtfuss, 3180
Lane Ct., Boulder CO 80303; 303/499-3429 or
303/492-5584. (Boulder chapter)

Brown on buff drawing of VU Chapel, Chapel
history included, drawn by local artist. PRICE:
$3.50 per pkg. of 10 plus shipping: $1.25 for
1-3 pkg., $1.75 for 4-6 pkg. CONTACT: Jan
Wozniak, 1032 Georgetown Rd., Michigan City
IN 46360; 219/872-2503. (Michigan City chapter)

SALMON GIFT PACK
Salmon sampler-kippered, sockeye, coho, &
hard-smoked-in one fancy gift pack. PRICE:
$20, shipping included. CONTACT: Ruth
Cowan, 365 Wheeler, Seattle WA 981 09; 206/
282-1176. (Puget Sound chapter)

SPICE FOLDER
Folder (7" x 3%") containing 2 packets of dill
dip mix to use with sour cream or season
other foods. Decorated folder with directions
given in verse. PRICE: $2.00, shipping included. CONTACT: Alberta Krafft, 6015 W.
Spencer Pl., Milwaukee WI 53218; 414/4617733. (Milwaukee Suburban chapter)

CHILl LENTILS
Packaged lentils & spices to season ground
beef, tomatoes, & water for hearty soup serving 4-6. Directions for crockpot & stove-top included in 8 oz. package. PRICE: $1.25 each
in lots of 5 pkgs. Total price (includes shipping) for 5 pkg. $9.25; 10 pkg. $16.50; 15 pkg.
$24; 20 pkg. $31.50; 25 pkg. $39. Orders of
50 or more $1 each, total price for 50 is $65.
CONTACT: Carol Bisterfeldt, 10205 E. 20th,
Spokane WA 99206; 509/926-4584. (Spokane
chapter)
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RED PLATE
China plate with ''You Are Special Today"
printed on rim; perfect way to acknowledge
family member/guest special triumphs, birthday, job promotion, good grades, etc. PRICE:
$22 plus $2.00 shipping. CONTACT: Janie
Lichtfuss, 3180 Lane Ct., Boulder CO 80303;
303/499-3429 or 303/492-5584. (Boulder
chapter)

MINNESOTA WILD RICE
Grade A Minnesota-grown wild rice with recipes included in each package. NEW LOWER
PRICE: $5 per pound, $2.50 per half pound
plus shipping: 1 lb. for $2; 2 lbs. for $2.50; 3
lbs. for $3. (Alaska & Hawaii add $4.) CONTACT: Mary Hacmac, 1346 Idaho Ave., S.,
Apt. 201, St. Louis Park MN 55426; 61215458868. (Land of Lakes chapter)

VU GUILD GLASS PAPERWEIGHT

ENGLISH IRONSTONE MUG

Fenton glass paperweight, 33fa" x 3/4" thick,
with frosted VU Guild seal. Comes with gift
box and brown velvet drawstring bag. PRICE:
$10 plus $2 shipping. CONTACT: Wilma L.
Behnke, 19409 Edinburgh Dr., South Bend IN
46614;
219/291-7153.
(Mishawaka-South
Bend chapter)

Manchester English Ironstone 11-oz. mug In
brown with gold Valpo Guild emblem front &
back. PRICE: $4.50 each, sold in lots of 2,
plus shipping: $1.50 for 2 mugs, $2.25 for 4
mugs. CONTACT: Shirley Honold, 1404 N. 5th
St., Sheboygan WI 53081; 414/452-4300.
(Sheboygan chapter)

* * *
* * *

Spotlight

*

*

*

*

*

VU KITE

"I LOVE VALPO" APRON

Sturdy nylon kite, bright gold with silkscreened brown Crusaders and lettering. Excellent flyer. PRICE: $15 each plus $1.50
shipping. CONTACT: Mary Giguere, P.O. Box
1060, Pepperell MA 01436; 617/433-8941.
(Bay State chapter)

Poly cotton duck butcher-type apron in khaki
with brown & red permanently stenciled lettering & heart. PRICE: $10 plus shipping: 1 for
$2.50, 3 for $4. CONTACT: Barbara Goodwin,
1014 N. 2nd Ave., Maywood IL 60153; 3121
681-5068. (Geiseman Memorial chapter)

Winter

LIVING BOOKS
MEMORIALS

\

Living Books make lasting memorials of loved ones and friends. Gift cards which may be sent
to the Henry F. Moellering Memorial Library at Valparaiso University are available from chapter presidents. The following persons have been remembered with donations totaling $3,410.74.

Baltimore MD
Jan Bitter
Berrien County MI
Winfred "Doc" Nuechterlein
Marion Rathbun
Boulder CO
Helen Fimhaber
Buffalo NY
Clara B. Bindig
Olga Oldsen
Arthur A. Sprung
Central New Jersey NJ
Helen Fimhaber
Chicago South Suburban IL
Mary Flegar
Anita Manning
Joseph Mikos
Chicago West Suburban IL
Edna Diersen
Clintonville WI
Arnold "John" Dretke
Columbus IN
Frederick J. Holzer
Covered Bridge WI
Howard Lovrien
Decatur Circuit IN
Paul C. Strombeck
Detroit MI
Carmella Crawford
Clara Edwards
Mary Figiel
Nettie Homer
Harold Jenzen
W. Ralph Jewell
Viola Marowske
Paul Maunz
Jerome Mickelson
Louise Razek
Harry Sellars
Charlotte Thrun
Detroit Suburban West MI
Helen Fimhaber
William Scruggs
Detroit West MI
Helen Fimhaber
Esther Moreau
Du Page IL
James E. Fasules
Evansville IN
Valeda Gaisser
Thomas Green
Ida R. Prigge

1987-88

Fair-Med-Ow MN
Paul Spitzack
Fort Wayne IN
Rev. Waldemar Gnuse
Louise Nicolay
Four Winds
Harriet Baden
Louise Nicolay
Frank J. Podojil
Geiseman Memorial IL
Norman R. Couper
Alvin F. Reinke
Helen Wittenback
Glenbrook IL
Samuel Babiar
Greater Flint MI
Estella Ripley
James E. Wright
Greater Kansas City KS
Alfred E. Jordon
Gulf Coast FL
Harry Eesley
Hammond IN
Laura Borman
Hawaii HI
Dan Hilgendorf
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hilgendorf,
50th Wedding Anniversary
Marie Krampien
Arthur Paulus
Holland MI
Frieda Richman
Houston TX
Frank E. Malchow
Indianapolis IN
Dorothy M. Fasules
Agnes McBride Russell
Edna Scherer
Jacksonville Area IL
Edward Rose
Kentuckiana KY
Paul Strombeck
Madison WI
Herbert Leinberger
Trudy L. Lucht
Medina OH
Paul C. Plehn

Merrill WI
Beata Tank
Milwaukee Afternoon WI
Lila C. Hiller
Della Meier
Arthur Reddemann
Raymond F. Schram
Amalia (Molly) Sulewsky
Milwaukee Suburban WI
Gertrude Dallman
Della Meier
Mishawaka-South Bend IN
Raymond Fischer
Wauneta Graham
Leona Jahnke
Ethel Lusk
Lyle Moore
Louise Nicolay
George Roberts
Mrs. G. Shepard
Walter Shilts
Gertrude Simpson
Clem Wald
Mt. Clemens District MI
Gladys Conlaraes
Nassau-Suffolk NY
Anita Manning
Herbert Thole
Nee~ah-Men~ha ! I .
Hildegard Mom Wetherman
North East PA
Rev. Robert J. Schmelzinger
Oakland County MI
Clara Lawrey
Omaha NE
Howard U. Morgan
Orange County CA
Edna Scherer
Orlando FL
Samuel Babiar
Park Ridge IL
Herbert Graef
Quad City IL-IA
Bernard Shoemaker
Racine WI
Mary Eckert
Reedsburg WI
Chapter Gift Funds
Rochester MI
Rev. Elmer E. Foelber
Lottie Thrun

Rochester NY
Samuel Babiar
George Nowack
Olga Oldsen
Saginaw MI
Alfred E. Jordon
Mrs. Alfred Klein
Winfred "Doc" Nuechterlein
Elmer Schemm
St. Louis MO
Harold Kramer
Joyce Pranschke
St. Paul MN
Corrine Neumeister
St. Petersburg FL
Samuel Babiar
Esther Brauer
Ann Yoss
San Gabriel Valley CA
Dan Hilgendorf
James Watkins
Santa Clara Valley CA
Dorothy Czamanske
Louise Nicolay
Edna Scherer
Schaumburg IL
Dorothy Czamanske
Shawano WI
Gertrude Dallmann
Valparaiso IN
Dr. Walter E. Bauer
Dorothy Czamanske
Rev. Elmer E. Foelber
Elizabeth Gimbel
Dan Hilgendorf
Edith Koenig
Anita Manning
Della Meier
Phillip Oliver
John H. Sievers
Washington DC
Helen Fimhaber
Wausau WI
Alma Genrich
Milton Streck
Stella Vollrath
Gerhard Zimmermann
Individual - No Chapter
Adam Blatnicky
Frieda Coppola
Barbara McDonnell
William Scruggs
Della Meier
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